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The First Gathering of The 13 - A Teaching 
Communication 

(I, Paul: I would like to open with one short paragraph, to 

set the tone: 

 An honest, earnest, and sincere seeker of the Truth, 

must summon his own consciousness as a witness, 

appealing to his own rational and spiritual nature, and 

must allow the conscience to be his guide when in doubt of 

the way to be taken at any given moment of uncertainty.) 

(Now, I'd like to set some ground rules: 

1. If you need anything, get it now - before I get started. 

2. If you leave the room during my presentation, we will 

stop until you return, unless you don't return. 

3. Take no notes. Just sit and listen.) 

 (There are now only 12 of us - of you - I don't belong 

to The 13. I am its teacher and its prophet and its spirit 

guide. You are the 13 neophytes, the students. The teacher 

doesn't go to the students. The students come to the 

teacher.) 

Please Note:  This paper is an actual transcript of the Live Teaching presented 
on the above date.  Parentheses () have been placed around statements made 
by I, Paul during the teaching, but are not in the actual handwritten 
communication.  Brackets [] have been placed around statements made by 
others in attendance at the First Gathering.  PW, Secretary-Treasurer, 2/1/96. 
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 (Now you that are here have expressed a desire to be 

seated in The 13. We will see just how many of you are still 

here when I'm done tonight. One's gone already. That's the 

way we play this game.) 

 You did not get chosen to vie for one of the 13 Seats 

because you were loved or liked, (even though you are 

loved and liked). You did not get chosen because you were 

dumb or smart. You did not get chosen because you had 

some special attribute or talents. You were chosen strictly 

on the basis of your inherent potentialities. Period. 

 What is wanted from you is what is already in you, but 

not manifested by you at the present moment. (It will be, 

but it's not at the present moment.) We intend to drive you 

hard enough, and just long enough, to enable you to 

transform yourself by a total renewing of your ways and 

your thoughts so that you will hold an Absolute Ease of 

Mind, and so that you will Act Natural in all your words, in 

all your acts, and in all your travels, both here and There. 

 If you lack courage, if you lack the strength to control 

your own mind, if you fear, if you are selfish, if you want to 

do things your own way, if you are not truly concerned 

about others, if you do not want to work hard, study long 

hours, give up some things you want but do not need, if 

you do not want to be Obedient to the Mind of Christ, then 
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you do not belong here. 

 If you cannot keep your word, you do not belong here. 

If you cannot fully and faithfully and constantly maintain 

All of your Responsibilities that you have contracted for in 

this life, then you do not belong here. If you are called and 

can't or won't come, then you don't belong here. (Like 

brother Greg.) If you have any idea that you have joined a 

social club, or a country club, you either disabuse yourself 

of that idea right now or leave. The 13 is a Spiritual Order 

and Order will be its first task and Obedience its second 

task. Here you follow - you don't lead. You don't lead until 

you are Seated, vestured then. And if you do not care to 

Follow and Obey the Way, then I suggest strongly that you 

say so and remove yourself NOW! 

 If there exists any animosity among you, between you, 

if there exists any likes or dislikes among you, between 

you, then this Order of 13 is not going anywhere, nowhere 

at all - and if you go nowhere, you can do nothing spiritual 

or spiritually, simply because AS zeros you beget zero. This 

is the Ordinance of Reciprocity at work under the Law of All 

Laws - The Truth - which both Creates and Destroys. 

Think very seriously about this, and then make, without 

any undue delay, the necessary corrections or be gone. All 

it really takes is a very simple change, renewal then, of 

your mind, and the action to conform with the change. 
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 Now my dear brothers and sisters and partners, you 

wrote me a letter, you said you wanted in. Now you should 

know what you wanted. 

 There are right ways of hearing and there are wrong 

ways of hearing. My friend and brother and Partner Jesus 

explained that in the parable of the sower, which you can 

locate and study diligently in Mark 4. (There are two 

sections, the parable and then his explanation to the story.)  

 Some don't hear anything. They're (sick) “asleep,” in 

“self.” Some of you hear only in part, you hear only what 

you want to hear, what is pleasing to you and this you is 

also “self.” “Self” taking out of what I say here today only 

what you like - only that which fits your thinking, (your 

present thinking). This is partial and partisan hearing and 

in The 13 this type of hearing will not wash. Here the dog 

must always hunt. So listen! All those who Follow the Mind 

of Christ will suffer - will ache - will taste persecution! 

Now, did you hear that? Are you leaving? (listening?) How 

do you enter the Kingdom of God? The answer: through 

much tribulation. Did you hear that? 

 The time for likes and dislikes are over - long overdue 

(over) - so see to it. Did you hear that?  

 You cannot mix Spirit Revelations with your physical 

wants. Did you hear that? 
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 The revelations, the commands, the directives of 

Spirit are sharp - stinging - demanding - commanding - 

forceful - powerful - they hurt! (I know!) - They command 

your obedience - your trust - your loyalty - your self-

discipline - your time. Did you hear that? 

 The spirit wants to know you, (as a person, I should 

say) not as a person, but by your Fruits. Not your inane 

excuses - not your procrastination - not your 

irresponsibility - not your silly, foolish, perfunctory 

performances - Let the dead bury the dead. You come and 

walk with me and live. Did you hear all of that? (Did you?) 

 The spirit wants your life - all of it and it wants it on a 

full-time basis - no ifs, ands, buts or maybes. Period. Did 

you hear that? 

 Here in The 13, Christ Comes First - No we are not 

forgetting God - But since God is no respecter of persons, 

we deal with God in our spirit and its evolution to the Soul 

- here we deal with Christ - Our Christ - who is a respecter 

of Persons, and especially of their mind - So here Christ 

comes First over everything else in your life. Christ comes 

First, and with Christ comes the Mind of Christ. You cannot 

separate one from the other. Did you hear that? 

 The Spirit says you must not fear - no fear at all. You 

see, this is not so difficult to Understand once you “know” 
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the true meaning of physical Death and once you “know” 

the rules of this Knowledge of Death. Do you? If not, you 

will learn them here in The 13. 

 You must be receptive. A rule here is receptivity in 

action. Always and in all ways! Did you hear that? 

 There can be no rejection of what the spirits want and 

will demand from you. You must not only be “good seed,” 

but you must sow unceasingly and relentlessly “good 

seed,” in all your words, acts, and deeds. Did you hear that? 

 You will cherish and speak only the Truth. That which 

you know is the Truth, even if it hurts you momentarily or 

otherwise. Did you hear that? 

 Religiously you must be an atheist. As to the scientific 

origin of man-woman-mind you must be an agnostic. 

Spiritually you must be a perfect spirit. Did you hear that? 

 When people look at you, talk to you, walk with you - 

they must see and they must hear a True Son or a True 

Daughter of God Almighty, and whenever they walk with 

you - you must make the pace difficult to keep up with. Did 

you hear that? 

 You stay here and follow all that is given you, and you 

will command Respect and Trust and Awe and even hatred 

- a product of jealousy. Did you hear that? (Somebody's 
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gonna hate you.) 

 You must give. In fact, you must give, you must be All 

give and no take. Not that you should refuse Gifts, for you 

should not. Did you hear that? 

 You must always place yourself last in the order of 

man-woman-spirit, and your main concern must first and 

always be the Well-Being of All in All. You cannot afford to 

be inferior to anyone any more than you can afford to even 

think, never mind act or display superiority to anyone. Did 

you hear that? 

 You cannot keep any longer one foot in this world and 

one foot in the Kingdom - You must take a stand - you 

must firmly set your mind in one or the other - (I don't 

care where your feet are.) Otherwise, sooner or later, you 

are going to lose a leg, only you won't do it here, simply 

because you won't be here (in The 13). Did you hear that? 

 As the sower said, here we have no seats for wayward 

hearts and minds. 

 (Here we have) No seats for thorny hearts and minds. 

(That's not horny, that's thorny.) 

 (We have) No seats for stony hearts and minds. 

 (Though) But we have 13 Seats for fruitful hearts and 
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minds, for ears that hear and act, for eyes that “See” and 

“Know,” and give away that knowing in a most fruitful 

way. Did you hear that? 

 There is no eternity in this world - Eternity of Life lies 

elsewhere. There is not a go now and pay later universal 

plan. If you want eternal life - yes, want eternal life, that's 

correct here (to want), then you have to renew your mind. 

All of you have to renew your mind. The one you hold right 

now is not good enough for The 13 - you need to cease and 

desist in your conformity to this world, and all the while 

giving lip service to the Message and to the Kingdom of 

Almighty God! Did you hear that? 

 Double mindedness, schizophrenia, is not Acceptable 

in this Order. You will become One Mind, and One Minded, 

and of one mind as regards Spiritualism, Faith, Hope, Love, 

Truth, Freedom, Wisdom, Unity, Peace, Power and Energy. 

Did you hear that? 

 You must always be Prepared for anything and every 

conceivable thing and you must be overly Sensitive to the 

Spirit at all times. Regardless of whatsoever it is you are 

doing or planning on doing. Did you hear that? 

 Spiritual Perception requires, demands then, that you 

“hear” and that you “see” 24 hours a day - Nonstop - 

Perpetually then. Did you hear that? (Well you're gonna 
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hear from the Spirit, I have news for you. So you had better 

have heard that.) 

 Christ wants people with substance and ideas and 

ideals. Who have Courage with overpowering Love and 

Energy, with unhesitating Obedience to the Good, the 

Right, and the True, with desire and dedication, with 

Compassion and Understanding, with Christ-Like Love, 

then, with Jesus-like daring then? Unafraid to stand up and 

be Counted for Christ, the LIGHT, then, and its All in All 

Happening, then - those who will teach and act from the 

Message and be the very curse of all other ways that are not 

the Way to “the Way.” Did you hear that? 

 (Would you like me to say it over again?) [Yes, please.] 

 (Christ wants people with substance and ideas and 

ideals. Who have Courage with overpowering Love and 

Energy, with unhesitating Obedience to the Good, the 

Right, and the True, with desire and dedication, with 

Compassion and Understanding, with Christ-Like Love, 

then, with Jesus-like daring then? Unafraid to stand up and 

be Counted for Christ, the LIGHT, then, and its All in All 

Happening, then - those who will teach and act from the 

Message and be the very curse of all other ways that are not 

the Way to “the Way.” Did you hear that?) 

 Here, you need to learn to change minds - your own 
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first, of course, then others, and you don't do this - you 

cannot do this, sitting on your hands wasting your 

moments here - wasting your gifts here on matters that 

simply do not matter - Responsibility brings Recognition, 

and with Recognition nothing can stand in your way, if you 

“know” what you're about, if you “know” what the 

Message, the Way is all about - if you “know” what the 

Kingdoms are all about - and here, in the Order of 13 you 

who stay and persevere are going to “Know” Everything, 

and if I'm any judge of people, it's going to scare the hell 

out of some of you - who need it scared out (of you) once 

and once and for all. Did you hear that? Fine. Let's take ½ 

hour to talk it over among yourselves or by yourself. I will 

call you to reassemble. 

{BREAK} 

(March 13th, 1986, I released a communication. It had a 

very simple title, it said “You Can Do It.” There was 

something strange about that communication. It was a 

drastic change from the norm, because it was signed in 

parentheses, what it said in those parentheses was “Notes 

from I Paul.” March the 13th, 1986. It got run through the 

computer on whatever the next day, March the 14th. It was 

read and nobody in this Family ever questioned that 

strange new signature. I didn't sign it. Jesse didn't sign it. 

Nobody raised that question about it. I'm gonna ask 
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brother T to read it for us. There's five pages and a 

paragraph and a half. It has a title besides “You Can Do It.” 

That title happens to be, now I can reveal it to you, “The 

Thirteen - Its Conscience.”) 

[T READ “YOU CAN DO IT”] 

(I, Paul: That may give you some insight into what I've said 

so far. Did you really hear that? Maybe for some of you, it's 

the first time you heard it.) 

 This is Part 2. You're still listening. 

 Question: Do you want to enter the Kingdom of God, 

and serve the Supreme Spirit for all of the Eternal 

Eternities? Yes? [mutters of “yes” around the room.] 

 Then you had better start doing so Right Now, and 

beginning, never cease. That's “How,” my dear brothers 

and sisters, that's the real answer to the (question) “How”! 

 (Another) Question: Do you wish you were never born? 

NO! [Mutters of “no.”] Well, if you waste your life and gifts 

on matters that do not matter, it would be, in fact it will be, 

better if you were Never Born. Believe me! (I know.) 

 Question: Do you like Life? [Mutters of “yes.”] Yes? 

Why? I want you to tell me... 

[T: Cause Life loves me] ...one by one why you like life. Who 
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wants to start? (Over here? Shoot. Why do you like life?) 

[PB: Never tried to think of any reasons before.] 

(P: Well, think of one now. We're waiting. I know you put 

yourself last, that's why I called you first. Take your 

time, I waited ten years for this day, I can wait another 

ten.) 

[PB: I don't know anything else.] 

 (P: You don't know anything else? All right. My friend 

over there in the back seat.) 

[MP: I think because most of the time I enjoy it.] 

(P: Ah, okay. I believe that, I believe that. Brother David.) 

[Dh: Yea, I think there are moments I enjoy most.] 

(P: Moments?) 

[Dh: That I like to expand on.] 

(P: Yea, but why do you like life? Because of just a few 

moments now and then?) 

[Dh: I don't know.] 

(P: I don't know, that's an honest answer. Brother 

Adrian.) 
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[AB: I think because for the first time, I am enjoying some 

of the joys of the rewards of effort.] 

(P: Ah, I like that. Brother T.) 

[T: I like life because that's all there is. Really there's 

either life or nothing, and through the Message I've 

been given some sort of recognition of that. So I think 

it's inherent, it's inherent in me. I don't think I can do 

anything else. My problem is to become aware of it.] 

(P: But you like it, in spite of me.) 

[T: Sure, I love it. That's all there is.] 

(P: Betty.) 

[BN: I like life because it allows me the opportunity for a 

new experience every day, every hour.] 

(P: Very good. Janice.) 

[JW: I love life because I've been fortunate that I have had a 

very happy life, and that I am a happy person most of 

the time, and I love the things that are here in life. I 

love seeing, I love smelling, I love hearing. I love 

feeling, even just the air, when it blows. I like all that's 

here. To me it's beautiful.] 

(P: You should have been a poet, poetess. Very nice. Okay 
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Hulk, why do you like life?) 

[DH: I like life because I've considered the alternative and I 

didn't like that.] 

(P: (Chuckle.) That's a fairly decent reason.) 

[JN: You looking at me?] 

(P: I sure am kid. I'm staring in that direction.) 

[JN: I've got to combine to what David said and what Ted 

said, that...] 

(P: I didn't ask you what they said, I asked you, why do 

you like life?) 

[JN: I figure it is inherent in me to like life, because I'm a 

manifestation of it, and that's what I need to do.] 

(P: That's a damn good reason. Brother Greg.) 

[GD: I like Life because I find that a positive attitude in that 

which I'm involved enhances both my experience and 

that of the people I'm with.] 

(P: Very good. Brother G.) 

[G: It's the only game in town.] 

(P: And you like rock and roll. (chuckle) I had to get that 

in. John, my friend.) 
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[JA: Well, the only thing I can really think of is I enjoy to 

learn and there isn't a day that goes by that I don't 

learn something.] 

(P: I think that that's one of the real reasons that I like 

Life now. The opportunity to know something new, 

perpetually. That is a great feeling - I love Life because 

of the people I meet in Life. Even some of the 

dummies. Well, I'm glad at least nobody said I like Life 

because it's something to do.) 

 Alright, let's go on. 

 This Order, the Order of Thirteen was predestined - 

therefore, those who take a seat in it were, most probably, 

Predestined to do so - Now I presume that you all wish very 

deeply to own one of these seats (because you wrote me a 

letter saying you did) - Personally, I have been laboring for 

ten long years to finally see them filled and frankly I had 

almost given up hope that I would live long enough here to 

see this “dream” of mine come true - unfold - well those 

Seats are not free. If you want one you are going to have to 

work for it - you going to have to earn it - the hours will be 

long and tiring - the work will be hard and taxing - tough, 

tedious and at moments excruciatingly unsettling - yet, if 

you desire, want and need one of these 13 seats rightly 

enough you'll go through hell and high water and fire to 
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get one. If you are not willing, anxious even, to do this you 

simply will not get one - of the entire Family of LIFE and 

LIGHT, the 13 are the only ones who will be asked to 

sacrifice, to fast. Did you hear that? Any questions (on that 

statement)? (Hearing none, here's the question you didn't 

want to ask - the answer to it - the one you were thinking 

about.) 

 Here's your answer - The Sacrifice is to be a servant 

slave, yes, that's correct, a servant slave to the LIGHT (not 

me, not to Jesse, not to your True Self, to Christ then) - 

until you are seated and when seated you will be given 

equal status while in the body of flesh with one Jesus of 

Nazareth, when, in the flesh, who, of course, we no longer 

know in the flesh; “with one difference” - you will be 

Spirit Protected - Never Sacrificed, Never Forsaken - and 

you will have Power to act accordingly. That's a Spirit 

promise - not mine - I don't make promises - I convey 

them. As your Spirit Guide, as your Teacher, as a New 

Prophet, (I ought to say pseudo-Prophet) I can tell you this 

- You will not be asked to do anything that I haven't 

already done. (And I'm standing here safe, sane and sober, 

today and you don't see any scars on me. And I have been 

through hell, high water and fire. And if you don't think so 

just call me up someday and I'll fill you in. And I'm not too 

old and such a beloved laborer that I don't get corrected 
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when I need to be corrected - “It is Good You Come.”) 

 Now how many of you are going to be walking and 

talking examples of the Book of Life as a member of The 

13? How many of you are going to grasp this once in a 

lifetime opportunity to labor lovingly for the Kingdom of 

the All in All? 

(Stop here and I ask you now in light of everything I have 

said up to this point) Are you In or Out? [All responded 

“in”.] 

 Let's go on. (I'll shake somebody loose - I think what 

we ought to do is take just a couple of minutes - I have to 

talk to brother T - did you get my message? [T: Yes, I did.])  

{BREAK} 

 (March the 13th 1986 - “You Can Do It” you now know 

its true title to be “The 13 - Its Conscience.” Now I want 

show you “The 13 - Its Consciousness.” Brother T, front 

and center. It's, I don't, maybe ten pages, whatever, and a 

paragraph and a half. Would you write on top “The 13” in 

the right-hand corner and put “Its Consciousness - CPM 

#27” - read it, listen to it now from a different viewpoint - 

as a neophyte vying for a seat in The 13.) 

[T read CPM #27 - The Mysteries] 
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(Thank you. Knowing full-well that you didn't understand 

a god-damned thing that said, you will be given the 

discernment of it in simple and clear language so that you 

cannot but understand it and use it if and when you get 

seated in The 13. It's already prepared for your perusal. 

Let's go on.) 

(T: Can we take a little break? P: Let's take a little break.) 

{BREAK} 

 (You need to know that) Every single NOW has 

something in it to be won or lost - 

 Every single NOW has a promise and a threat - 

 You either win it - hold it - take the promise over the 

threat or you lose it. 

 My task is to show you how to win and how to avoid 

the threat - and “knowing” all about you I have my work 

cut out for me. 

 You see, you know all the expressions of Spiritualism 

but you do not hold the experiences of them. 

 As a “13” you will acquire all the experiences of those 

expressions. If you listen, if you work, study, Practice, 

Follow, Act, Think, Love and Obey - what Spirit is seeking 

is not a Perfect You but Perfect Action from you! Do you 
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hear this? Do you “know” what it means? Listen! 

 It means that you will become the 7 Laws and the 31 

Ordinances and you will visit the 5 Pillars those of - Perfect 

Faith, Perfect Hope, Perfect Love, Perfect Truth, Perfect 

Wisdom - the latter will be your “House.” 

 This means then you will Act NOW as you will Act in 

that House of that Kingdom. You must begin Now to Act - 

always and in All Ways Act as if You are out of the body and 

in the spirit!!! Did you hear that? 

 Hold on to your seat - Listen most carefully to what I 

am about to say - You will not be concerned about morals 

or ethics, yours or anyone else's - you will, though, love no 

matter how much it hurts you. You'll simply have to 

overcome your aversions to do so or be let go! God is not a 

Moral God - God is not an Ethical God - God is Love and 

God is Truth and God is Spirit and God is God and you can 

cease now playing at Being God. You had better - and since 

God is not a Moral God what makes you think that you 

should be what God is not? Besides - you don't even know 

what Morals and Ethics are (spiritually) - all you know is 

what religion teaches and what you have cultivated in 

preconceived ideas throughout your life all wrong I might 

add. So get out of the mentality of morals and ethics and 

Get INTO Acting Natural and all that that term implies. You 
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are a Spirit - Act accordingly. Did you hear that? 

 Now hear this again - Here you are all Equals and here 

you had better hold to that Truth without exception or 

Jesse will inform me to say goodbye to you. None of you 

holds a seat in the 13 yet - you do not have to contend with 

each other to win one - Your contest is with you and your 

“self” - one you had better win and swiftly so! Did you 

hear that? 

 Now listen UP - For the purposes of purification from 

this day forward you will not read any books other than 

fiction for relaxation purposes and magazines of a general 

or newsworthy content. You will read though those books 

you are told to read. Other than this the Message of I Paul 

and those Communications you will receive here 

pertaining to the 13 will constitute your reading material 

for now (from now on). Each of you will receive a complete 

set of the Message for which you will be required to sign a 

contract that you will protect it - not abuse it nor lose it - 

nor loan it out and will agree to immediately return it if you 

leave or are dismissed from the 13 and this contract will 

include all materials you will receive as a neophyte of the 

Order of the Thirteen. Did you hear that? 

 Now let me speak to you about the conduct expected of 

a member of the 13 trying for a seat in the Order of 
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Thirteen. 

 If you want to argue, to lose you temper, to hold likes 

and dislikes, to hurt another in any way, shape, form, or 

manner, or to do things your own way, then leave NOW - 

you won't make it here and you won't be around very long 

anyway if you try to hold to old ways - you are responsible 

for you first, but you are also responsible for the other 

twelve also! Did you hear that? 

 The 13, the Order, exudes Change and Changing - if 

you don't want to change then the 13 is no place for you. If 

you don't want to follow then the 13 is not for you - if you 

don't want to learn, to know, then the 13 is not for you. If 

you don't want to keep in touch with all the others, then 

the 13 is not for you. If you don't want to study and work 

hard, then the 13 is not for you. If you do not, then, want to 

work with, at, and by the Message, and the material given 

strictly for the 13's benefit, use and practice, 24 hours a 

day, then guess what? The 13 is not for you and you are not 

for The Order of Thirteen. Did you hear that? 

 Furthermore, you will stay out of people's personal 

lives - you will not meddle - never - unless you are invited 

in - on the other hand you don't need an invitation to 

invade their spirit or theirs yours - there you are always 

welcome if you go in spirit and in truth - Did you hear that? 
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 On top of all this you will not gossip and you will not 

backbite and you will not put one another down in 

whispers or in the shadows or outright - instead - you will 

always Strive to raise each other up and this you must do in 

all ways possible - you place any barrier whatsoever in a 

sister or brother's way and you are gone from here! Did you 

hear that? 

 From now on turn your concerns away from material 

things over and above your Needs and Concentrate on 

People and their Well-Being for they must be your Primary 

Concern from now on - and when I say people I mean their 

minds -both of their minds. Did you hear that? Good - now 

hear this. Your concept of time is minuscule. You need to 

get your minds transported into Vertical Time and only use 

horizontal time for the absolute necessity of your daily, 

routine responsibilities. Horizontal time is for physical 

matters exclusively - don't even try to take horizontal time 

thoughts into your Spiritual thoughts and Acts and 

Activities. Did you hear that? Good! 

 You make your final decision, you're IN or you're OUT. 

When we reconvene, I want only those in attendance who 

are here to stay through the Fire, the Wind, the salting and 

the Water, always the Water - come what may and it very 

well may. 
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Part 3 

 (Now I don't think it's any mystery that) Greetings - I 

love you - I respect you - I trust you - I want and need you. 

 My first task is to seat as many of you as is possible in 

the Order of Thirteen. It's a difficult task for me - it's 

possibly going to be a very difficult Goal to accomplish for 

you. 

 I want you to know that the very existence and 

progress of the human Family of LIFE and LIGHT of the All 

in ALL on W-303 lies squarely in the hands of “The 13” 

whoever they may finally end up Being. What they learn 

and practice will be handed down to the Family to teach 

Everywhere here for the purpose of recruiting new 

members and when that Family reaches a majority of the 

total population “The 13” are going to lead them to the 

New Worlds. (That's not pie-in-the-sky.) 

 The One Key to everything I have said here today - up 

to now - has been said here today and said more than once 

in the Message of I Paul - let me quote it one more time - 

“to Act Natural is to be your True-Self within a Duality of 

minds - that need be United in order that the Spirit may 

Evolve.” 

 In closing my presentation, but not our gathering, let 
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me say this for your well-being and your health. (You know 

for your health) You need Good Food, Good Housing, Good 

Habits, Good Cheer, (a good attitude, George, of Life) and 

an income to satisfy all your Needs. 

 For your Spiritual Well-Being you need all of the above 

plus Common Sense, Knowledge, Desire, Information, 

Understanding, Love, Unity, Power, Wisdom, and Ease-of-

Mind, and Faith - a Full Measure of it to be exact - all of 

which will give you Peace, Joy, Happiness, and the 

wherewithal to fulfill your Goals. 

 As a Prophet I see before me the Unfolding of many 

dreams and I hear the voice speaking - “Fear not for I am 

with you - I will bring them from the East and the North 

and take them to the South so that I may gather them Up in 

the West and say to them keep not back - bring all my sons 

and daughters from the ends of the earths - even everyone 

that is called by my name - for they are for my glory - I 

have formed them, yea, I have made them. Bring forth the 

blind people who have eyes, and the deaf people who have 

ears - let all the Earths be gathered together and let the 

“The 13” be assembled and bring forth their witnesses that 

they may be Justified - let them speak and say you all - It is 

Truth.” Now let me finish with this. When you have made 

up your mind on something pertaining strictly to “The 13” 

please understand that your mind no longer stands alone 
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and cannot be considered as made-Up until all 13 minds 

are made-Up and United and Agreeable as ONE mind. This 

you cannot fake, you simply will not get away with it. You 

try and you are Gone! (Because Jesse will tell me, you are 

gone. Somebody always knows what you are thinking and 

what you are up to. When I need to know I'll know. And if 

you don't believe it - test me - and you're gone. Now, you 

have some organizational work to do here tonight before 

you get to bed. I'm going to ask my Brother and Partner, 

who incidentally he and I happen to be the co-founders of 

the Family of LIFE and LIGHT on W-303 - In case you 

didn't know that. And I'm going to turn it over to him, he 

has some material that I gave him, we have discussed - he 

understands it as perfectly as I do and we are going to tell 

you where you stand, where you don't stand, even going to 

give some of the communications that belong to seated 

members of the Order of The 13. So, that may be a hint that 

just maybe you may be sitting in a seat - we'll see.) 

Read I Paul on The Mind.
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You Can Do It! 
The 13 - “Its Conscience” 

Greetings, 

 If you are unhappy, you have no self-respect. And 

when you have no self-respect you have no real love for 

yourself. And when you have no love for yourself, you are 

lost, you are helpless, but not hopeless. Where there is Life, 

there is Hope! 

 Happiness is a state of mind and therefore it has 

nothing to do with any material things whatsoever. Learn 

this. The single-most barrier to happiness, which, 

Spiritually interpreted means Love, Unity and Peace, is 

“self.” This “self” is the “unreal, false you,” an illusion 

really, that is forever at war with the “True-You” or the 

Real You, your “Spirit-Self”! 

 You need to slay this “self” all the day long in order to 

acquire an ease-of-mind and the only fool-proof way to do 

this is through what The Way to “The Way” is all about - 

“The Mind of Christ”! 

 Spiritually interpreted, The Mind of Christ is The Will 

of the Supreme Spirit, LIFE, then, and this Will that Wills 

above all wills, interpreted, means simply, the Well-Being 

of all of man-woman kind - be they Etheric, Astral, 
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Planetary, or Physical, which interpreted means Life 

person, Light person, Cosmos person and Vessel person. 

 So, no one need be unhappy, without love or truth, 

unity or peace for they are free gifts of the Spirit, as is, 

grace, which interpreted means “Mystery.” You are free to 

be happy even though Freedom is not a gift - it is 

something earned, both physically, mentally and 

spiritually! And it is earned through The Truth, whether it 

hurts us or helps us, creates us or destroys us, we need all 

seek it, find it, hold it and live forever by it, for it is The 

Truth that sets us all free and that's one of the reasons we 

can do nothing against it, to it, by it, or for it except follow 

it. This, in a nutshell, is what Prepare, Follow, Come is. It is 

to walk after the Spirit, walk with the Spirit, and walk in 

the Spirit and in that order. And, “You can do it!” Today, 

most people, are seeking for meaning in their life, and a 

way of life that is solid, tangible, and rewardingly full of 

happiness and self-esteem. Pie in the sky? No, such a way 

of life is possible and available if one is willing to work at it 

physically, mentally and spiritually, and without fear. 

 What do people fear most? Death. And this is sheer 

spiritual ignorance. We should celebrate death as we do 

birth, for both are the very beginning of a new life. 

 Life, human life, on this earth was either Predestined 
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for something higher and greater than death by a Power 

and Wisdom far beyond man-woman's total and collective 

comprehension or it wasn't. It's as simple as that and as 

complicated as that! 

 Enter the Message of I Paul, the Book of Life and the 

Book of the Two Ways. The Message is the Highest and 

most far-reaching ever to be entertained by the human 

mind with the most sublime purposes ever to be 

undertaken by the human will. It's a Message of Love, of 

Truth, of Wisdom, of Honesty, of Responsibility, of 

Intelligence, of Knowledge, of Recognition. It is a Spiritual 

Message for physical beings of all ages and walks of life. 

 “Be not conformed of this earth but be transformed by 

the renewing of your mind.” Do you know how to “renew” 

your mind? In fact, do you really know what “mind” is? 

Whether you answer yes or no, we invite you to read the 

Message of I Paul. You can do it! Do what? - you may ask. 

You can become Fully Human and Fully Spiritual Now, 

that's what. 

 If you're looking for signs or miracles, you're in the 

wrong place. If you're here to raise your levels of 

consciousness and awareness then you are in the right 

place. 

 You see, you already have all the signs and “miracles” 
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for you are them. They exist in your body, in your mind and 

your spirit and you can, with effort and study bring them 

into useful reality. We, as Christian Spiritualists, the 

brothers and sisters of the Family of LIFE and LIGHT of the 

ALL in ALL, have certain tasks, certain missions and one 

Goal to fulfill and we spell those out to those of you who 

wish to further your enlightenment of the Truth and find 

this ease-of-mind we speak of. 

 Let us give you an excerpt from a Communication 

received involving the truth about Predestination. 

 The Supreme Spirit, LIFE, Predestined the Ages and 

set them in order. Spirit Ages we measure in Vertical time. 

Physical Ages we measure in Horizontal time. Therefore, 

the Spiritual Age and the Physical Age are but opposite 

sides of the same Age. 

 Hence, “This Age” is the Physical Age and the “Age to 

come” is the Spiritual Age. This will appear when the 

appointed “time” of “darkness” ends, i.e., the Physical 

Age; and the appointed “time” of the Light begins, i.e., the 

Spiritual Age, wherein mankind becomes Fully Human and 

Fully Spiritual, the prelude to the Fully Spiritual New 

Worlds. 

 Horizontal time moves in predictable, predestined 

order and in cycles or rotation, just as day follows night or 
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Light follows darkness. 

 Light then, is perpetual Vertical time and eternal. 

 The “darkness” is always trying to wed the Light but it 

cannot simply because the Light is Alive and the darkness 

is not. 

 In its Predestined Order the Light has withdrawn from 

the darkness and has left the darkness to rule for an 

appointed time, and only when the appointed time of the 

darkness rule wanes does the Rule of the Light begin to 

dawn and to spawn The Spiritual Age. Just as “man” rules 

the Age of Darkness so too does the Spirit rule the Age of 

Light, the New World, prior to “The Happening of the ALL 

in ALL.” 

 This shadowy Physical Age of Darkness will prevail 

until the Ancient of Days lifts the veil with its Power of 

LIGHT, Truth, Love and Justice. The LIGHT is then the 

Power and the Wisdom of LIFE and the Keeper of the 

Spirits of the ALL in ALL. 

 No Judgement day will mark the end of one Age and 

the beginning of the next Age. The Judgement began at the 

beginning and is perpetual with it - “you carry everything 

with you.” This means, as it concerns this subject, that all 

Judgement is individually inherent wherein each individual 
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with the knowledge of Right or Wrong judges themselves 

both Physically and Spiritually by their acts - A simple 

matter of minds as is “the Soul”! The Family of LIFE and 

LIGHT is for those who will “shine like the stars” for the 

Age and Until. (For the Spiritual Age of Love and Until the 

Happening of the ALL in ALL.) 

 The Spiritual Age has to be simply because “that which 

has been is that which will be”! Welcome. 

 A Creative mind is a mind that is tuned into Creative 

Thought and Creative Imagination. The Memory both 

creates and destroys. Mankinds, the Universe over, did not 

Create themselves but the Power of Creation was gifted to 

them from their beginnings exclusively for their ends. 

Having been Perfectly Created, but not Created Perfect, we 

have the gifts inherent in us to become perfect and enter 

into the Light and to rise through the Planes of Evolution 

to that Perfection of the LIGHT Mind. 

 The Key to this perfection is the predestined minds, 

the Gift of LIFE! We have heard it said that “man” is what 

he eats - but we know that “man” is really what he thinks, 

and this has been the Truth of Man since his inception on 

this earth. 

 It has been written that there is a physical body and a 

spiritual body which are applicable to “man”! Are we to say 
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then that man is a duality? No, for we believe that man, 

true-man, is a spirit inhabiting a body. Or, to state it more 

concisely and clearly, we believe man to be a whole, a 

United one, consisting of body (soma), mind(psyche), and 

spirit(pneuma). 

 Contrary to Scripture “man” was not created a 

“living-soul” but came into being as a “living-being,” the 

term “soul” was a mistranslation of the Hebrew into the 

Greek and we have been stuck with and plagued by the 

term “soul” ever since. Quite literally, we are all very “poor 

in soul”! Yet we are Rich in Spirit and Mind! 

 This world is full of the religions of man but there is 

no such thing as a Religion of Spirit. The term Spirit has no 

religious connotation whatsoever. You see, most humans 

simply cannot comprehend transcendental Truth - it's 

above their reasoning. In fact, the human race has as yet 

discovered who man is. Furthermore, this man cannot even 

discern the differences between his brain and his minds! 

 You see, the minds “think,” the brain is but its 

computer and this is what Cosmic Consciousness is all 

about. Our thoughts are what determine our goals and our 

Action is what determine our accomplishments. 

 What the Religionists haven't learned, as yet, is the 

Truth that the Supreme Spirit, LIFE then, is not going to do 
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for them what they are capable of doing for themselves. 

And that very definitely applies to All of mankind. 

 Today we live in an era of information. There are more 

“rediscoveries” being made in the Now than ever before in 

all branches of Science and in the religions, even. Through 

the use of computer science, for example, as an Exegesis' 

medium, we are beginning to expose Religions as the 

myths and clever sagas they are. The Message of I Paul 

itself is anti-religion, and of course, highly Spiritual. Now 

if True Christian Spiritualism is not a religion, what is it? 

Very simply put, it is a Relationship with our spirit and 

with other Spirits and a clear, concise knowledge of the 

Spirit Realms and our rightful places in them. 

 As the Truth both creates and destroys so also does the 

memory of man if it is not controlled, disciplined. All too 

often memories are the basis of much hatred, bigotry, 

jealousy, fear, greed, vengeance, wars and death. Man 

needs to train himself and leave the darkness of the past to 

the past and allow the dead to bury the dead while he 

focuses on the Now and uses the memory only to 

righteously and peacefully correct the wrongs and the 

mistakes of the pasts to make the Future a better place for 

All. Using the memory for the propagation of the Good, the 

Right and the True is the proper use of this function of the 

Mind and its computer. 
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 While the Religionists claim to be “people in Christ,” 

we Spirituals are people with “Christ in us,” for that is 

where the Spirit of LIGHT is, if you are in the Way to “The 

Way.” And you are “in-the-way” in one way or another 

whether you are cognizant of it or not. 

 The “Christ-in-you” lies dormant, undeveloped and 

unheeded. Only a few actually hold the Activated Mind of 

Christ and adhere to it in All their thoughts, acts and deeds. 

This Creative Force, this Power and Wisdom of the LIGHT 

Spirit is in ALL, but ALL are not in, of, for, or even aware of 

its Presence. This leaves most people in a position of being 

“available” but never “Present”! 

 The Philosophy of True Christian Spiritualism is a 

workable and viable Way of Life, a better way in fact. The 

Message teaches the depth potential of man and his, or her 

Spiritual Unity with LIFE and its Kingdom. Therefore man-

woman is an integrated Whole consisting of body, mind, 

spirit, and when these are perfectly united they become 

Fully Human and Fully Spiritual NOW with All the Power 

and Wisdom that such an accomplishment implies. 

 If you can discover the consciousness of your spiritual 

unity with the Supreme Spirit and your fellow man, and if 

you can become established in the conviction of the Divine 

Consciousness of man, you will become an intuitively 
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guided and effective instrument for “change” and 

“Action” that most certainly will transform you into a 

Fully Human and Fully Spiritual being with the Fully 

Activated Mind of Christ within the provinces of your 

inherent interests, abilities and responsibilities. You can be 

a messenger for and of “The Truth” and one of its 

Universal Servants simply because You can do it. 

 In closing, one word of caution: When you enter into 

the Realms of the “unknown,” it should go without saying, 

that you do so with great personal risk - you may find your 

Whole Life Changed and in a constant state of Change until 

you are completely Changed into what you are Supposed to 

Be! Prepare, Follow, Come! You can do it! 

 The problems of the Now facing all of us in our world 

today be they personal or of a collective nature can be 

solved. The very solutions though must be spiritual ones, 

for material, intellectual and ritual religious ones have 

been tried, worn out even, and found terribly inadequate 

and wanting. And spiritual things can only be discerned 

Spiritually! 

 You see “the Truth” is in All of us, hemmed in by our 

carnality and without our learning and utilizing self-

discipline, self-reverence and self-knowledge we can 

never “know” it! The first step to the Great Within is to 
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slay “self” and you can do it by giving-up “wants” and 

replacing them with “Needs” via the Ordinance of 

Formative Causation. We must allow our inner kingdom to 

come-out on Earth as it is in the Spirit Kingdom. The 

ultimate of our search for the inner Kingdom must come in 

the Knowledge of the Mind that sustains it, the Mind in 

which it actually has its very existence. And the study of 

Mind can only be done through introspection, self-

contemplation, cogitation, meditation, and spiritual 

searching and actions. Furthermore, there is the matter of 

Faith wrapped up in all of this. Religious faith is mostly no 

faith at all for the masses believe only because the church 

believes. This is blind faith, faith without action. We know 

there is no reward for finding Faith; it's what you do with it 

that counts. True Faith is not a physical-material thing, it 

is a spiritual thing that has its power “within,” not 

without. Faith, contrary to the stance of all religions, 

cannot be taught, it's an inner manifestation that can only 

be grasped and brought up to its Full Measure through 

insight, intuition and revelation! The Full Measure of Faith 

is the Full Realization of one's absolute unity with the 

Supreme Spirit. This is the greatest, most profound 

knowledge that any man or woman can attain. It is here 

that the wall of Separation between Man and Spirit dies 

and Man begins to truly Live! We are really the expression 
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of Spirit, the Activity of the Spirit, the Intelligence of the 

Spirit, the Love of Spirit and the Truth of Spirit, only most 

do not “know” this! The Kingdom is within us yet we elect 

to live without! This is not only sad but ignorant. 

 Until you have achieved mastery over your “self” and 

drop all of your illusions of grandeur and stop 

intellectualizing and rationalizing your way of life and get 

into the True Way of Life, the Spiritual Way, you are 

“going” nowhere. 

 The greatest enemy of mankind is not death - far from 

it in fact. The greatest enemy is fear. Fear and its children, 

doubt, anxiety, paranoia and the like. Those who hold the 

Full Measure of Faith, the Fully Activated Mind of Christ, 

know no fear simply because there is nothing to fear. Fear 

not to have nothing and you can have All. Fear is spiritual 

irresponsibility and blatant spiritual ignorance. 

 The Message of I Paul is a guide to assist you in 

making the breakthrough into the “great within.” It is a 

simple outline of the techniques necessary by which you 

can release your own innate potential and be transformed 

by the Power of your own Divine Consciousness and 

Spiritual Conscience! 

 The Mind of Christ, the Will of the Supreme Spirit, the 

Will that Wills above all wills, is for your well-being and 
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the Well-Being of All of mankind. Are you Well? If not then 

you should be an adherent of the Message of I Paul. You can 

do it! You need only exert the effort called for - the results 

will be given! Love, Peace! In The Great Discovery! 

(Notes from I, Paul)
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CPM #27 - The Mysteries 
The 13 - “Its Consciousness” 

 Christ-Jesus saved us through an act of Obedience and 

now, in all fairness, they ask each one of us regardless of 

age, sex, race, color or religion “What are you doing for 

us?” 

 What's being asked is “will no one follow after us in 

your day and age?” 

 Those who have ears to hear know that this is God 

calling. Many do not answer. They know not what to say. 

The voice is evocative. 

 It carries a few to the bounds of spiritual investigation 

and discovery and points beyond. There, the few, touch 

upon unusual themes and “things,” facts and analogies 

and in so doing the few touch upon archetypal images, 

visions and dreams, knowing full well that this is only the 

beginning. The One that has no end.  

 These few, being scattered all over four globes, are the 

only ones who are Following the Spirit, a distinction above 

those who are walking after the spirit, the so-called 

preparers or novices. 

 The few we speak of herein are common ordinary 

people and none of them are masters in their field. Yet they 
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are all capable of pointing way beyond their own 

capabilities and of receiving thoughts from others and 

especially each other, and above all they are capable of 

answering the evocative voice at all times and at all levels. 

So this, the First installment of the mysteries is not for 

them but for those of you who read this and then Act 

having the knowledge of the Book of “Life” for the 

necessary support so that they may also experience what 

the Few now Hold. We are concerned here with dimensions 

of Awareness, of Understanding, Wisdom, Truth & Love.  

 A dream, an idea, an ideal, a vision, a quest, a venture 

that has for an unknown time been growing in a single 

mind, in a state of hibernation or incubation, sometimes 

suddenly explodes and its energy blows away all the 

barriers and past, all contradictions, disbeliefs and 

protests of all the earths and all their peoples. 

 “The Mysteries” are a step into the unknown. It is no 

place for Fools nor Pretenders. It is no place for the self-

centered, the self-displayers, the seekers of “being 

important,” the heroes, the glory seekers or the tyrants 

and evil ones. The Gate is barred to all who are in any way, 

shape or manner, selfish and in want. There are NO 

exceptions. Only the Known and Recognized are accepted. 

All Truth Seekers are Welcome and the only passport that 

is Valid is Genuine Love for the Truth. 
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 The mark of Genuine Love is Universally known as 

Unity and therefore unmistakable. 

 Unity is the Greatest Psychic Force knowable. This 

“Force” creates a dynamic atmosphere in which the 

qualities of the Evocative voice comes into full view and 

full activity. 

 These High Plane Levels are balanced by the Unity of 

the Inner and the Outer Being. Failure to maintain the 

balance always results in Fall. The keys to “the balance” 

are, as the few know, Cogitation, Contemplation, 

Meditation, Prayer and Fasting and a deep desire for Peace. 

 Inherent in those keys lies the already accumulated 

ones of Faith, Imagination, Wisdom, Knowledge, 

Understanding, Intelligence and Love. Inherent in those 

lies Creative Thought and Creative Imagination. 

 Inherent in these lie Seven Laws and Thirty-One 

Ordinances of both the Spiritual Realms and the material 

Realms. 

 Every “Adept” or “Spiritual” knows that he is engaged 

in a fourfold relationship. 

 First to his Whole Being. Second to his fellow Adepts. 

Thirdly to his world and fourthly to the invisible realm of 

“the mysteries.” 
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 The Adept knows that the title of this missile is purely 

symbolical for he recognizes only one mystery and that is 

Grace. 

 The fourfold relationship is also known as the four 

points - North, South, East and West which are never 

“fixed” points. They are also at times referred to as the 

Four Winds or the Four Flames or the Four Waters. 

 An Adept knows that an impersonal center is essential 

to all Creative work for such power is never a personal 

attribute. The Center alone gives vitality and duration to all 

that an Adept can accomplish and an Adept can never 

supersede that allotted to him. 

 An Adept is an instrument to be played for it cannot 

play itself, yet an Adept knows nothing about separation or 

idleness. 

 The development of Consciousness within the 

Dimensions of Awareness is the life of an Adept and these 

increase his awareness of the Archetypal Reality in whose 

midst he lives. These then are the worlds which open up to 

the true Spirituals through the “walking after” into the 

“Following After” stages noted above. All Creative Work is 

rooted in the Dimensions of Awareness and in the “Center” 

all ways meet and Unite, and become Peace. 
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 Man is weak yet he seeks to be Free. Only the Truth can 

set man Free and man shuns the Truth. He is not familiar 

with it. A Great Adept once asked of his hearers “I tell you 

the Truth why then do you hate me?” That's man's 

paradox and only man can correct it. And he can only do 

that by fully walking after the spirit with the full 

expectation that he shall find it, and follow it. The very 

weakness of Man must be transformed by man into an 

effective quest for the Center of the Dimensions of 

Awareness and once begun, if ever begun, he must never 

again look back. Never! Progressive Insight means exactly 

that and no other thing whatsoever. 

 To become an Adept one must first mold himself and 

then knowing who he is he can then liberate himself by 

realizing and releasing the spirit. Try as one may there is 

no other way open to man. 

 Realizing oneself is a small phenomenon but realizing 

the Spiritual is an ever increasing Mystical Phenomenon. 

There is no room there for weaklings! The promise of 

Salvation is what awakened man's quest for Freedom and 

that Freedom lies only in the liberation of the spirit. 

Physical man can never be Free, Never!  

 Something must be said here before going on, about 

this earth's Religions and Sciences - the important ones - 
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and they are many and varied yet they all point toward the 

“saving” of something. They are the reasons, the 

stumbling blocks then, as to why the Great Adepts, past 

and present, have never been heard nor given the proper 

recognition. Man still believes he can save himself. 

 They all have a secret awareness of their own 

limitations but this does not deter them from pretending 

that they have none. To do so would immediately destroy 

them in the minds and hearts of their lay followers. 

 Religion is a technique for achieving a favorable lot 

after death. 

 Science is a technique to forestall death, or end it all 

together.  

 Both seek eternal life yet they do so with two entirely 

different realms in mind. 

 The Religions stand in opposition to each other and 

together they stand in opposition to ritualistic cults which 

employ magic for earthly purposes and pursue no 

transcendental aims of any lasting value. All of them have a 

character in one form or another of reform which hardly 

anyone pays any attention to whatsoever. Repent, the 

Kingdom is at hand is hardly ever heard of anymore! 

 Most of them were founded by a leader. Many times, 
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older or rival religions, in order to impede the progress of 

the newer cults or sects, incarnated newer gods, thus 

bringing their saviors into line with the newest ones. 

Sometimes, foolishly, their saviors were elevated to the 

rank of gods. Some are highly pessimistic in their 

judgements of everyday physical life and its experiences, 

and on the other hand they are full of a glowing optimism 

with regard to religious endeavors! 

 They build salvation on a transcendent insight that 

has no reason whatsoever, on mysteries they cannot 

reveal, on dogmas they claim are supernatural and 

therefore unexplainable, on secret revelations that 

preclude their revealing them, on intellectual intuition 

outside the realm of the common man.  

 Thus, they prepare the way for the many who are not 

capable of preparing themselves, for the lay people lack 

knowledge, and they, the leaders claim they do not.  

 All Religions and all Sciences are Gnostic in one form 

and level or another with the Religions at the lower end of 

the scale and the sciences at the higher. 

 All Religions lie in the realm of the “unhappy 

consciousness” while the Sciences lie in the realm of the 

“unconscious” and “unknowing.” 
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 It is from this mess that all adepts, past and present, 

are struggling to save “the Spiritual” from disaster. 

 Jesus, who was a Great Adept, knew that the Spiritual 

was of luminous nature and fiery essence and exhorted 

man to strive to achieve their goals in their pure state, 

which was the Radiance of Love and Truth. He gave a clear 

indication that the saving clarity presupposed the night of 

the unconscious and all would find the climax in the 

illumination of the Superconsciousness. Love and Truth! 

 I Paul employed this “beatific Consciousness” to give 

it clarity in The Message of I Paul which is but a 

modernization of the “Book of Life” for a particular Age 

and group. Ours! 

 What does a Spiritual Adept have to offer this world of 

Religion, Science and Politics? 

 A proof of destiny as precursor for the eternal being of 

all who so choose the Way to “the Way.” 

 In plain language that simply means Proof Now of life 

after death. That's the total sum of all that any adept has to 

offer yet weighed against Religion and Science it is by far 

the overwhelming heavier. Yet it is ignored and has been 

for countless centuries, going back beyond the Sumerians. 

 Perhaps it is because no Spiritual Adept has a doctrine 
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of Salvation to present to man. No dogma, no rite, no 

ritual, no sacrament, no sacrifices, no real rules or 

regulations. Just Freedom - Now and Forever. Both 

Religion and Science are based on speculation and nothing 

more. It wasn't always thus. 

 We must take great care when we equate the solutions 

of both sides - Religion and Science. Both sides created 

their own foundations, one from a theory of the elements 

and the other from a theory of the pneumatic conception of 

all life. The philosophies are entirely different but they do 

cross over into one another, here and there simply because 

they both are seeking the common cause - eternity. With 

all their vast parallels these two do not realize that their 

gnosticisms will never allow them to reach the depths they 

are seeking for gnosticism can never reach that which is 

unfathomable to Gnosticism - Unity, Peace, Love, Truth, 

LIGHT, LIFE. 

 Both Religion and Science are based on wretched 

illusions, therefore all their secrets and mysteries are 

illusionary, or unknown theories. 

 Science will not fully accept the fact that death is a 

necessity and Religion will not fully accept the truth that 

physical resurrection is an impossibility! There is no such 

thing as “perfect knowledge” for all knowledge available to 
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man shall pass away as man will continue to pass away 

eternally! It is almost impossible for an Adept to accept the 

boldness of their foolish ventures. 

 Most human beings have absolutely no concept 

whatsoever of what a “Spiritual” truly is or what he is all 

about. It is also almost impossible to encompass the 

boldness of his venture. 

 It consists in escaping from our nature by freeing 

ourselves from the act, though this act is what we are made 

of - in regaining our energies from captivity, and once 

more putting them to work without succumbing to 

egotism. It consists in strictly disciplining our vital 

functions and creative thought and imagination and so 

“building worlds” which do not obstruct the evolution of 

our true being but on the contrary enriches us with Free 

Creative Force. If we succeed, we cease to be slaves to 

anything and achieve full independence, both human and 

spirit. A “Spiritual” then is one who is both fully human 

and fully spiritual at one and the same moment both in 

time and in space. 

 Spiritualism is an undertaking worthy of your interest. 

Christian Spiritualism is an undertaking worthy of All your 

interest. 

 Everything that has ever been, is now, and ever will be 
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is included in it. 

 Every striving for “Life” must eventually come up to 

Christian Spiritualism for nothing exists, never has existed 

and never can exist that can surpass it. It is Clearly the only 

road of life to “Life,” and it is situated beyond all good and 

evil here. Those without souls must learn that they must 

create for themselves a spiritual world, knowing that 

freedom is not something given but a task. 

 Redemption is a Freedom. 

 What the Religions and especially the Christian 

Religions fail to grasp is the Truth that in rites, rituals, 

sacraments, dogmas and so forth no Grace can be Present. 

 Such foolishnesses are a deliberate act designed to 

bypass Grace and directly call forth the desired act or 

circumstance wanted. Praying to idols or statues is an 

example of this attempted bypassing. 

 Open Prayer constitutes a rite. 

 The recitation of a formula constitutes a ritual. They 

are uncertainties and uncertainties preclude Grace as do all 

other mechanical practices in general. Even the lighting of 

a candle in a religious context precludes Grace! 

 The Truth can be seen only by those who have 
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cultivated their inner power to see. The power is Universal, 

the cultivation is individual. 

 Let us now go upward by keeping in mind that “the 

mysteries” herein are actually Secrets and not mysteries at 

all. 

 The Adept has burned his candle and his incense and 

in so doing he has put all thought of mysteries out of his 

consciousness so that he may clearly face the Secrets in All 

Good Conscience. 

 A True Christian Spiritualist, an Adept then, has two 

primary functions, Faith and Imagination. And he has two 

Prime functions, Unity and Peace. He has only two tools. 

Love and Truth. He has only one goal, Soul. These then are 

the extent of all of his Secrets. They are vast, complex and 

awesome. Every Adept's hope is that he will die secret-less. 

That doesn't appear on its surface to be too difficult to do. 

The problem lies in finding someone worthy to pass them 

on to. There exists in this world a vast wealth of limited 

cognition and therein lies the crux of All the problems of an 

Adept. 

 The “human all too human” Religions of this world lie 

at the core of the problem. An Adept can only keep chipping 

away at this frozen block of humanity and hope that some 

of the chips pared loose will thaw enough to listen to him 
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even if only out of an act of courtesy. That, at least, is a 

beginning. 

 Everything an Adept has to say has its importance, 

much is hidden even in his supposed “small talk.” No 

Adept can ever afford to waste a single breath. The 

uneducated and the uncaring can never grasp the terrible 

awesomeness of the Freedom that an Adept holds. It is so 

great that it makes an Adept the most careful person on the 

face of this earth and it demands that he never displays it. 

An Adept can do anything he wishes to do and that is its 

terriblism. 

 Always relaxed yet always and in all ways forever 

keeping the watch. 

 All Adepts are the sons of barren mothers. 

 Transcendence is possible only when the creature 

approaches the Creator to guide him and protect him. 

 Transcendence without Preparation is therefore 

dangerous for there is no guide nor protection without it 

first being accomplished. All may approach but not all 

receive Recognition for that only comes by preparation and 

the “Following After” of the Spirit in All things at the 

Physical-Material level even if it is only for a short 

duration in the beginning prior to and straight through the 
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Act itself until the safe return. 

 None of this has anything to do with secrets, it's all a 

matter of “the Mystery.” Paul, another Adept, attempted 

to convince man that with his tainted nature and his Soul 

in exile that it was impossible for him to achieve Salvation 

without Christ coming to his Aid. He meant then exactly as 

he intends now, the Grace of Christ. He has told us all that 

Pure Spirituality is Supernatural and therefore he revealed 

unto us all a secret. What is amazing about this is the fact 

that hardly anyone “sees” the secret revealed. 

 The truly blind rush about saying “I'm Spiritual, I'm 

Spiritual” and the truly stupid rush about claiming, “I'm 

Religious, I'm Religious” while the rest sit and watch and 

think “I'm Scientific.” True Spirituality comes only 

through Love and Truth. Pure Spirituality comes only by 

Love and Grace. And All Grace has its origin in the Holy 

Spirit. And this Spirit bloweth where it listeth. No one 

knows, not even a Great Adept, when it Comes. 

 An Adept can ask Christ to lend it to him with full 

knowledge that he can never deserve the loan. Few Adepts 

have ever done so, even though they are Free to do so at 

any time. 

 An Adept understands the imago-Dei. 
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 An Adept understands the semen-Dei. 

 An Adept understands the Pati Divina. 

 He needs Understand nothing else. To an Adept 

physical nature and non-physical nature are not 

antithetical. He Understands. 

 All of these are secrets but only because “he” 

understands.  

 Understanding to an Adept is Understanding implied 

Understanding. That's no secret - that's simply simple, 

spiritually. 

 All confusion belongs to the material realms. That's 

the work of “the mysteries.” 

 Let us now proceed to the work of Secrets. 

 Every Adept has to have a disciple. The Adept either 

chooses his own or if he delays in the choosing one is 

given. Once the disciple is “selected” the Adept and his 

disciple are Partners for eternity. All Adepts look upon their 

disciple as Anchors. Every Adept knows that he must 

“weigh” this anchor in order to sail the Cosmic Sea, star by 

star, and get himself and his disciple safely home. How this 

is accomplished is left entirely up to each individual Adept. 

No Adept has as yet failed although the “Book of Life” 
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clearly states that one will. 

 Jesus almost became that one but through the Mystery 

he was saved and Saul became his true selection. The rest 

of that is history both past and present. 

 No Adept wishes to be the One to fail. Therefore, each 

has his own secret way of avoiding that fate. That's a True 

Secret and one no Adept will reveal until it's time. Yet, as 

Secrets are given designations of importance this is one of 

the lesser ones. 

 Another lesser Secret is the fact that if a man or 

woman can come to the full Understanding that there is a 

Physical body and a Spiritual body and that the Soul is 

present in neither then that one has, at least, the 

possibility of Redeeming his or her Soul. An Adept loves 

“Life” because “Life” Loves all the “Life” in the Adept. It is 

this benevolence that permits the Adept to participate in 

the Kingdom Now! The heir has already read the Will. It's a 

predestined privilege of the elect. 

 The Will clearly states that All heirs have an equal 

share in the earths and in the heavens and in the waters. 

 The Will then precludes all notions of Separation! 

Perhaps the greatest Secret an Adept holds is the Truth that 

he has a Renascent Power or nature. Yet an Adept must 
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always assume the posture and position of “me, you will 

not receive.” That is the Secret of “Why” an Adept must be 

All things to All “People.” 

 An Adept and only an Adept must hate himself in order 

to Love! That's a Secret that only Adepts can share in. 

 An Adept knows that a “normal death” here is a 

prerequisite to the growth of the spirit. The Adept Paul said 

the seed must die before it could live. He was speaking as a 

Spiritual and addressing himself to spiritual destiny. Since 

his disclosure it no longer is counted as a Secret by other 

Adepts. Yet it insists upon remaining so. The Chariot is 

Ready - there are no passengers. 

 An Adept knows the Spirit of Death and that its realm 

lies in the term “Keep the Watch.” The Spirit of Death 

holds all existence other than One for “three days and 

three nights.” 

 All mourning passed away with the “Tree of Life” and 

in its stead stands “Keep the Watch,” be Prepared to Feast. 

 An Adept knows that generation, fertility and growth 

are all indissolubly bound up with the Spirit of Death which 

is immortal. 

 The inevitability of death is not a destiny decreed by 

some hostile power. Death itself is not immortal only the 
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Spirit of Death is and all must Pass through its gates. In 

birth itself, in the very act of procreation, death is at work. 

It is at the base of all new life. 

 An Adept simply because he can “see” understands 

that even the bible states that procreation, birth and “all 

growth” as well occur outside of the Garden of Paradise 

and appear only after death has been decreed for man.  

 An Adept knows that to fear Death is to assure 

“Death.” To fear the inevitable is the folly of all follies 

simply because fear shuts-out Preparation for the 

inevitable. The Secret here lies in the Truth that the Spirit 

of Death is saddened by man's fear. 

 Because of the Spirit of Death an Adept holds himself 

above nothing and below everything. An Adept sings the 

Praises due the Spirit of Death yet he hesitates to enter its 

Gate until he can fully say I have fought the good fight; I 

have done all my meagerness can accomplish. An Adept 

yearns to rest and in the yearning he finds it. 

 An Adept knows the secret of a “Time to anger,” but 

only after the fact of his “Cleansing the Temple.” 

 The male Adept knows that he dominates the female 

but his Secret is that she sits in the House and is not afraid 

because he is an Adept. It's exactly the same in reverse. 
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 An Adept “fishes” knowing full well that in reality he 

is a hunter “hunting.” He leaves the “fishing” to his 

disciple. 

 Elijah “hunted” while Elisha “fished.” In that Unity of 

Purpose the tare was always full, spiritually. 

 An Adept knows the Secrets of the First Temple (the 

great pyramid). Did it have an Apex? If it did, where did it 

disappear to? Is this a mystery or even a secret? 

 The Egyptologists demand that it be recognized as a 

Tomb. Common Sense dictates otherwise. No burials took 

place in it. It was not a place of death but of Life. Royal 

Egyptian burial had its own place, the so-called Valley of 

The Kings. Was there a separate Valley of The Queens? 

 Who erected the Great Temple? How? 

 Common Sense dictates that no magic was present in 

its erection and if not, how did it come about? Consider 

that its stones were quarried some great distance from its 

site and none of them were mere pebbles. Their quarrying 

alone is awesome, never mind their transport and then 

their union. Everything about the “Great Temple” is to 

man a mystery holding uncountable secrets. 

 Were time and gravity made to stand still? Did this 

earth's man build the “Great Temple” in the highest sense 
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of this question possible? 

 The answer to all of this is really quite simple and 

visible. Yet it is so visible it has been rendered by Man 

Invisible. An Adept knows that the answers lie in an Ant 

Colony but he realizes that to non-Adepts that is no answer 

at all. Let us examine and explain the Secret of the “Great 

Temple” by first explaining what its use was and what 

exactly transpired there. 

 First, as an Adept I must tell you that the Egyptologists 

have gone about their work in a “traditional way” 

shunning every opportunity to truly plow new ground, sort 

of like a doctor who treats a patient for a whole year for 

Yellow Jaundice and then loses him and discovers at his 

patient's wake that he was a China man. That “discovery” 

bore no fruit. 

 What is the Sense of the “Great Temple” sitting there 

as it does outside Cairo the city that was built by its 

stripping? Was it erected for stripping? For the sake of 

Cairo? Does it contain within itself the prophecy of its 

being stripped? Yes, every Adept knows the secrets of the 

empty sarcophagus besides the fact that it “eats the flesh.” 

 The Secret in the Stripping lies in the Act itself. A 

lesson then. A lesson few can comprehend. 

Incomprehensible simply because the deed, the act itself, is 
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the barrier to the comprehension. 

 An Adept knows the Patience symbolized by the 

Sphinx. It's all Pure and True Prophecy. It has Proven its 

Purity and its trueness over and over again and while man 

and his foolishnesses pass away, they survive - stone 

edifices in the Sand. 

 An Adept is an adept simply because he is intelligent 

enough to examine his own thoughts before he rushes 

forward blindly. 

 The Great Stone Face sits and stares straight ahead 

always maintaining a posture as if to leap ahead and it 

speaks over and over that stupidity and idleness is not a 

virtue. No one “sees” and no one “hears.” It is man. It will 

completely disappear when man ceases looking back and 

rushing forward blindly. 

 Coming back now to the “Great Temple” what is there 

for man to see and hear? 

 First, the “Book of Life.” Secondly, the signature of 

those who actually erected it. Thirdly, the reason for its 

being. Fourthly, its use then and NOW. An Adept can say 

that the “Great Temple” is the “Book of Life” on this earth 

and do so in all Good Conscience and therefore in unity of 

ALL Consciousnesses. 
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 What the Egyptologists have failed to decipher is the 

very first statement of the “Book” following the 

Salutations which reads: A brother is a brother and they 

come and go, together or united while a Partner is eternal 

and they go with the other eternally. 

 There exists more theories, speculations, implied 

truths about the Great Temple (pyramid) than the Temple 

itself has stones. There is One basic message contained 

within the Temple itself and an Adept can interpret it for 

this world in this all-inclusive and simple manner: 

 “May we all return again to all of you safely soon in All 

Love, All Peace and All Unity for your Strength and ours.” 

 That is the Great Secret of the Great Temple. The 

French one, Nostradamus, never saw the Great Temple but 

he traversed all of its Passage Ways, both seen and unseen. 

No Quatrain could have existed unless this was true. 

 The Great Temple stood long before it stood in its 

present site. It's the home of Bamah. 

 “For when I had brought them into the land, for the 

which I lifted Up mine hand to give it to them, then they 

saw Every high hill, and all the Thick trees, and they 

offered there their sacrifices, and there they presented the 

provocation of their offering: there also they made their 
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sweet savour, and poured out their drink offerings. Then I 

said to them, what is the High Place whereunto ye go?” 

 There is neither bond nor free - there is neither male 

nor female, there is neither Jew nor Greek, for you are all 

the children of God by Faith in Christ-Jesus. You are All 

One in Christ - man because they are in the Great Temple. 

And “if” ye be Christ's then ye are in the Great Temple. For 

we are of its workmanship - even David, Melchizedek even 

laid their stone for every Temple is builded by Some Man. 

 Whyfore has it not disappeared even though many 

times assaulted? 

 A man buildeth it only a man can tear it down, and in 

the tearing down comes its building Up and that is how it 

was Raised, erected then. The tools were simple but 

Genuine - Full Faith and the Fuller Imagination. 

 The Great Face sits and watches. It keeps the watch for 

the Return of its Wholeness. “It” (he-she-she-he) sees the 

easiness of its foundation and the difficulty of its Rising Up 

to its true Completion. 

 The “Great Temple” is and are the only eyes that 

“see” and the only ears that “hear.” Recalcitrance holds no 

stone in it nor can it ever. Procrastination has yet to offer a 

single stone. Dishonesty and impurity are buried beneath 
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it. Do not tunnelth to it. The “Great Temple” stands. It is. 

 The question is more than why - it screams out for the 

answer of How. 

 Did All Time and Space, Gravity then, stand still? Of 

course, but only of course “If” you can grasp what time 

and space and Gravity truly “are,” not “is”! “Are” is our. Is 

is “Are”! 

 Who truly erected the “Great” Temple? The 

descendants of the Lumerians. They spoke only lingua 

franca. They were and are the Only Creatures of the Night. 

And never of the Black Night. They came from “the” House 

of Glass. 

 The Great Temple is “The House of Glass” and it sits 

glass-less on the Fused Sand. That which fused the Sand 

erected the Greatness of “The Temple.” It is All Energy. 

 Now you know why. 

 Now All Adepts must reveal to you How. 

(For the sake of my brothers and my sisters we shall cease 

here for the day and “this” evening of the Fish, we shall of 

course continue.) 

 I can tell you sitting here - shun the Great Face and 

Seek ye the Temple. 
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Your Love, “P” 

 

 What's a Myth? Is it a supposed mystery? An implied 

Secret? Or is it simply a myth? Is the Great Temple 

standing? Or are we truly seeing a Mirage? 

 “The Book” clearly tells us what time and space are 

and what they are not in relationship toward each other. 

What does it tell us about Gravity? What is its true purpose? 

 It's really nothing more than “Life's” shield. It 

protects the Kingdom from being seized. It divides the 

Light from the darkness. God's face moved upon the 

waters. The Great “Temple” is the only Spiritual “Pre-

Form” on the surface of this earth, now. 

 It's a calendar and a Watch. A measure and a Walk. It 

speaks All the Face cannot say. It's a True launching pad. 

Its purposes are uncountable yet “it” only has one. It 

speaks every knowable tongue but never its own. 

 They cannot speak of the unknowable, they can only 

display it. They know that hidden lies in exposure. 

Disclosure is their aim. 

 Try as you may the shield prevents you from adding 

one cubit to your stature. Try! 
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 That's not the Threat. 

 There lies the Promise. 

 The Great Temple reminds the Stone Face to Love 

what it does. 

 High Hopes and big Dreams only are possible in this 

Silence. The Temple door is Open. Come. The Silent Bell is 

in the Tower. The Tower is never in the Bell. The Bell is 

peradventure, the Tower seeks its own.  

 A lie can never be explained and that is the Truth of 

forgiveness. 

 Moreover, take thy up a wail for the king of kings. And 

say, What is thy Mother? 

 A lioness: she lay down among lions, she nourished 

her whelps among young lions. And She brought up one of 

her young whelps: It became a young lion and it learned to 

catch THE prey; it ate The Flesh. (The scripture says “it 

devoured men” - “P,” here) - - - (“The” says “it slayed 

self.”) The Nations ALSO heard of him; He was taken in 

their Pit, and THEY brought him with chains into the Land 

of the EXODUS. Now when She Saw that Site had waited 

“And”! her hope was Lost, “then” she took another of her 

whelps, “And”! made him a young lion. And He went UP 

and down Among the lions. Only the lioness can walk the 
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steps of the ghat! That’s “the Way”! of a gestator! Time 

passes Now the future comes into view, Possibly. Go get 

another Whelp. The lioness paused. Modesty knows not the 

house of the Divine. Blessed Be He. 

 Virtue searches for the Children of Wisdom. The 

lioness plucks yet again another Whelp. Churches celebrate 

what they label as “these Sacred Mysteries.” Be not fooled 

by such. There are truly no Sacred Mysteries - religiously, 

scientifically, socially, or politically. There are only Sacred, 

Divine Mysteries in the Spiritual Realms. They do not exist 

anywhere else. All, so-called mysteries belong to an 

unknown realm - how could it possibly be otherwise. 

Secrets can belong, and do belong to any realm - real or 

manufactured. That truly does not make them Secrets - 

only the claims attempt to do that and many of those 

claims are no mystery - at least not to a knowledgeable 

True Christian Spiritualist. He or she knows better - they 

have been educated. 

 Now there are a few steps into these so-called 

mysteries that need to be spelled out before I truly get into 

the heart of them that should be spelled out - so I shall 

spell them out. For as these qualities exist and increase, I 

shall decrease - not from these qualities but from your 

physical existence. We are Mystics when we truly 

experience the existence of “Life.” When we do this, we 
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begin to decrease from this world - that's what “the 

Mysteries” are all about. There are eight steps to “the 

Mysteries” - the seven Pillars are never complete without 

the “One.” Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, Wisdom, Unity, Peace 

are nothing without “Life,” the “One Life,” the All in All. 

1. “Faith” - belief, knowing, obedience, surrender. 

2. “Resolution” - Resolution is second, after surrender. 

“The Way” is not primarily the whipping up of the 

will, but its surrender, and then Resolution. 

3. “Intelligence” - What does not hold the mind will 

soon not hold the emotion and the will. 

4. “Self-control.” Now “Self”-control following “Self”-

surrender is Christ control. 

5. “Steadfastness” - no tentative control. 

6. “Godliness” - this is “Life” forward - the “Life” 

contact through Contemplation, Cogitation, Prayer 

and the three stages of meditation. 

7. “Familyship” - brothership, sistership, Unity. 

8. “Christian-Spiritual Love” - this is the atmosphere 

and attitude of the whole. “For as these qualities exist 

and increase with you, they render you active and 

fruitful.” 

 Diligent study and Action are called for. Now let us go 
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onward with the “Mysteries.” 

 There exists only Five Spiritual Emotions. 

1. Prayer. 

2. Meditation. 

3. Contemplation. 

4. Cogitation towards the Spirit. 

5. Healing or “Resting in the Spirit.” 

 Very, very few human beings truly understand the 

phenomena of these five Spiritual Emotions and therefore 

miss the experience of their collectivity. Some witness this 

one or that one but few ever Experience and Witness all five 

of them simply because they do not Surrender and 

Abandon completely to them when they attempt to practice 

them. 

 “Resting in the Spirit” does not mean “sleeping in the 

Spirit” - it does not mean “Limbo in the Spirit” - it does 

not mean lying idly around waiting for the Spirit. It means, 

and it is no mystery nor secret but being “Active in the 

Spirit,” a Competitor for the Spirit and a Gatherer for the 

Spirit wherever you go and in whatever endeavor you 

undertake. The one true mystery of All mysteries in the 

Universe is Life and why we have it and why it is so 

abundant within our little world. When Man begins 
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developing out of mere personal consciousness he trains 

and develops deeper Spiritual Powers and enters into 

Spiritual Consciousness: he sends thoughts down into the 

inner centers of his organism and through His Mind 

quickens them to life. These “deeper Spiritual Powers” are 

what we cite as the mysteries. 

 One of the most powerful of these deeper Spiritual 

Powers is healing. 

 Death, disease and dis-ease all came into this world 

through what man cites as Adamic ignorance and the truth 

is that it can only go out through Christ understanding. 

 Spiritual healing deepens and enriches consciousness 

and through this process the everyday problems of life 

touch us in a decidedly minor degree. But healing work is 

not the end the object of our being on the spiritual path. 

Rather it is incidental to the major goal of attaining Spirit 

Recognition. Anyone who has had any real experience in 

Spiritualism must have observed that the life ambition of 

most people is to become either healthy or prosperous or 

both, but at some time or other these masses must learn 

that lack is not as great a problem as it has been painted 

nor is sickness. In fact, both dis-ease and disease and lack 

may serve as incentives to drive them out of the physical 

and mental limitations with which they have bound 
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themselves. These limitations are brought about not 

because the mind and body are evil and sick but only 

because the mind and the body have been conditioned by 

the belief in two powers. 

 A mistake often made by sinceres in their practice of 

spiritual healing is to treat effects such as headaches, 

cancers, polios, by denying them or in some way 

attempting to handle them. Never again make that 

mistake! Never under any circumstance treat disease or 

dis-ease of any kind. They are, in truth, only effects. If you 

could remove every one of them, the cause would still be 

there, and the cause is a belief in two powers, a belief in the 

carnal mind! If, at this moment, you could be made whole, 

nothing would stop you from becoming diseased or dis-

eased tomorrow, unless you yourself came to the 

Recognition and Realization that the healing that had 

taken place was not one of lack or limitation, of fear, of 

evil, of false appetites, of cancer, of deafness, of blindness, 

of worry, doubt, anxiety - the healing was the result of 

being freed from a belief in two powers - good and evil 

spirits! 

 Once you begin to heal on this basis and of course you 

must be fully prepared to do so, you will find that those 

who come to you for help will be given years and years of 

freedom from the everyday discords and inharmonies of 
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this life. You will be the channel through which they will be 

set free - not from their ills but from the cause of their ills, 

the worldly belief in good powers and evil powers. 

 If you are dealing with a dis-ease or a disease, be 

willing quietly to ponder, reflect, meditate, cogitate, 

contemplate on this Truth - Life, Infinite Being, besides 

which there is no other Supreme Being, Omnipotent! There 

is no other Power. Nothing can be empowered to do evil. 

How could it be if Life is infinite, if Life is infinite good and 

infinite omnipotence? Life constitutes all being. 

 What we are faced with is not evil. It is not a 

destructive germ. We are faced with a belief in two powers, 

and we must not accept it. There cannot be Life and any 

other Power. There cannot even be a Power for good 

anywhere. There can be only Life itself maintaining and 

sustaining the integrity of its own being. 

 Now Oneness is the principle of all life and that is Life, 

God or the Supreme Spirit. What you label the Oneness is of 

no true or real importance - what counts is Recognition. 

Life or the Supreme Spirit though is a “silent” Spirit and 

speaks to us only through Christ to whom has been given 

the Power of Life and the Wisdom to use it. Christ is the 

voice of Life, the Wisdom of Life and the Power of Life, and 

that Christ is known to All True Christian Spiritualists as 
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Christ-Jesus. 

 The truth of Christ as disclosed to All True Christian 

Spiritualists on the sacred night of Transition by images, 

visions and thought transference are something absolutely 

new, astonishing, inaccessible to rational cognition. This is 

self-evident yet it has often been forgotten. The 

experiences of the sacred night, from whose darkness 

suddenly the most brilliant light bursts forth, are often 

evoked as a warning for the terrifying darkness through 

which the beginner in spiritualism must make his way 

before the night of uncertainty vanishes from them and the 

sun of Truth shines upon them. Death and its worldly 

terrors are suddenly transformed into the beatitude of the 

Spirit freed from suffering, with the emotion and 

transfiguration of the spiritual who, once they have beheld 

the sublime vision, no longer doubt nor fear and become 

fully aware that they have been called and chosen. This is 

the beginning of being transported into the realm of 

miracles, into the presence of Jesus himself. Let them be 

confounded who will not undergo a change of mind and 

heart and embrace the One Power, the Creator of all Good 

for only the Righteous and the obedient can live the sacred 

night. Go and stand before the gate of the spirits and 

forgive yourself and beg for forgiveness and it will be 

yours. Take heed to yourselves and force no burden upon 
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another. Follow the Message, the Book of Life exactly as 

given according to the best of your ability and behold the 

sacred night will come to you. 

 Come and we shall show you the Logos, and the 

mysteries of the Logos, and we shall explain them to you in 

images that are known to you now if you have Prepared 

yourself. We are going to tell you all the inner essence as 

well as the true outward form and structure of ancient 

Christian Spiritualism. The incarnate Logos also has its 

mysteries. Indeed, the whole work of Christ's salvation is 

the “mystery which has been hidden from ages and 

generations, but now is manifested to all who are called 

and chosen.” 

 First, let us firmly establish in all minds that Life is no 

respecter of persons. The Spirit of death is no respecter of 

persons either. Life recognizes no religious denomination. 

Life recognizes only sons and daughters and them equally. 

Christ-Jesus recognizes no denominations, political, 

religious or otherwise. Neither Life nor Christ-Jesus are 

concerned about human beings per se, they are totally 

committed to the salvation of the “True Self's” the spirits 

that you truly are as are we. We too were once humans but 

we and you were always spirits, first and foremost. 

 On earth today Christianity is firmly in the grasp of the 
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supernaturalist who for the sake of supernaturalism has 

turned true Christianity into an “inhuman” and “anti-

Christ” transcendent Religion of words. And the word 

killeth! That is, the words of the Religionists. 

 Become a True Christian Spiritualist wherever you find 

yourself. Build yourselves homes and true houses. Dwell in 

them always. 

 Nothing in the Universe has more grandeur, more 

secrets, more mysteries, more unknowns than the infinity 

of the lower mind and the higher, especially when they are 

united, and especially when the infinity of these two 

“minds” are fully understood. 

 Even, what I am fond of calling “Pea-brains!,” a weak 

lower mind in truth, incapable of loving one another, you 

see, the ultimate frontier is not geographical or spatial but 

Mental. Prepare, Follow, Come; MIND, Mind, mind; 

Change, Changing, CHANGED! 

 LIFE'S Great Power is the Function of its Infinite 

Knowledge and its Awesome and Tremendous Gnosis is its 

very signature. Certainly, LIFE is LOVE and TRUTH. Yet 

there are more Functions included in the Awesomeness of 

LIFE'S POWER, for Life and life are the total power of the 

entire universe as they know of it. Life is actually the only 

true perpetual motion that exists. 
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 Neither the Message of I Paul, the Scriptures, nor the 

Book of LIFE are a Record of the Supreme Spirit's Action! If 

you do not completely Understand this then you had better 

get aboard the Omnibus. It provides transport to those 

things having many purposes for your well-being. 

 Now let “us” all follow this Train and Chain of 

thought, hopefully Creative. 

 “Omnifarious” is simply something dealing with all 

the types of Forms and Structures. 

 “Omnitic” simply means creating all things. 

 “Omnipotence” is simply the state or quality of being 

omnipotent. 

 “Omnipotent” simply means have unlimited Power 

and Authority - “All” Powerful in other words LIFE is 

Omnipotent - it has Absolutely no Challengers, here, there, 

anywhere! 

 “Omnidirection” is simply the power or the ability to 

send or receive in or at any direction in Space (it must be 

remembered that everything, everywhere is in Space!) 

 “Omnipresent” simply means being everywhere at the 

very same time and moment. It also means having the 

Power to be Everywhere and Nowhere all at the same 
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moment in time, in Space, in Cosmos, in Universe, and any 

other place it feels that needs its presence as a Dimension 

of Awareness! 

 “Omniscient” simply means knowing all things, or 

better, having Infinite Knowledge of All Things.  

 “Omnium” - “gatherum” a miscellaneous collection 

of persons, places or things.  

 “Omnivore” simply means and does designate an 

omnivorous animal of the non-Vegetarian type - Meaning 

Man! 

 Now dear brothers and sisters and All of you of the 

Family but temporarily divorced from it by “Self” this is 

the introduction to All the Secrets of the Universe, as we 

“think” we understand it or better, the Introduction or 

Mother to All the Mysteries of which you are Number One. 

Love, Peace, Wisdom, Knowledge, Intelligence, Truth, 

Compassion and Unity 

Your servant and brother - P
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Second Meeting - May 24, 1987 
A Teaching Presentation 

and 
Introduction to Lesson Seven and Eight 

(Lucid Dreaming - I and II) 

 Greetings and Welcome to the Second Session of The 

Order of Thirteen. 

 This morning my opening remarks to you are going to 

be a combination of Allegorical, Esoterical and Symbolic 

metaphors about things Spiritual, Physical, Mental and, 

perhaps, emotional and psychical, too! 

 The great inherent psychic Attributes, “powers,” 

then, of Human Life here on W-303 have never been easily 

accessible, since the advent of religions and other 

philosophies here, without Proper Study, Dedication, 

Repetitive Practice, Courage, Self-Purification, Self-

forgetfulness and great Self-Discipline, the preludes to 

Freedom. 

 This is one tremendous lesson from the Past, the 

Ancients that you, The 13, will have to learn all over again. 

 Who among you cannot feel that the Life of the spirit 

after the physical body is shed must be mysterious and 

Wonderful and Awesome? 
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 Shouldn't it also be that way now - after all you are the 

spirit we are speaking about so why shouldn't you expect 

your Whole Life Now to be most Wonderful and Awesome 

by utilizing those “mysteries” that make You mysterious - 

the Whole You, the soma, the psyche, and the pneuma? 

(anima (Latin).) 

 The Order of 13 is a mystical calling and a 

Transcendent teaching of what it means and entails to be a 

Spirit Guide, a Spiritual Genius and a Spirit as well as a 

Fully Human entity, even though it is largely “other 

worldly,” yet a guide to “Acting Natural” in the Now in 

Preparation of returning to the Natural Life in the Light 

from whence “You” came. (Your mind, Your spirit, that is.) 

 In other words, the Order of Thirteen, under the 

blessing of the Treasury of the Light, is Earthly, but Cosmic 

and Super-Cosmic, Etheric and Astral and Planetary, being 

safely and securely tied to, bound up with, the other 

Quaternary Entities of the East, the North, and the South, 

303, to the LIGHT. 

 Actually, your inherent Spiritual Attributes and 

qualities and powers are not mysteries, (except to you at 

the moment) but substantive means of Transcendent 

Excellence. 

 The Order of 13 then, will be, as Spirit Guides, 
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Transmigrationists, for it is in the Coming In, the Going 

Out and the Coming back In again that you will “hear” the 

Words-of-Power and the Words-of-Wisdom, and they will 

appear when you least expect them, and where you would 

“look” for them lastly - and then you will “see”! 

 As a Spirit Guide, I need to tell you that I have three 

enemies! 

 “Self” is Number ONE (the false spirit). 

 Number TWO is Any and All Political Ideologies; All 

Manifestos; All Theories; All Untruths; All Laws; All 

Bigotries; All Ignorance; All Creeds; All Doctrine; All 

Dogma; and the like, that threaten your “Freedom to Act 

Natural” in any Way, Shape, or Manner and that are not 

Conducive to your Well-Being and which violate the Mind 

of Christ purpose and intent. 

 Number THREE is any Temporal Institution, Religion, 

Philosophy, Belief, or whatever that requires you to Act 

other than that which is Natural. Spiritualism is Natural. 

Religion is unnatural, as are all other ways of life that teach 

anything contrariwise to one's God given Right to “Act 

Natural.” To Be Natural, then, Now and Then! Whether in 

the body or out of the body - it really doesn't matter. 

 Here, Friendship, Fellowship, Togetherness, Equality, 
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Integrity, Freedom, Courage, Fair-Mindedness, Fair Play, 

always Fair and Square, then, Courtesy, Kind, Patient, 

Faithful, Fearless, Diligent, Always Present in body, mind 

and spirit, and Obedient to the Mind of Christ at all times - 

We call this “The Code of Self-forgetfulness”! Well-Being, 

then, not Vulning! Loving, then, as a Servant to the Truth 

in bondage to the Mind of Christ. 

 That is “Freedom in Action” through Dedication and 

Desire to be All in All that is then, Recognition of LIFE in 

spirit and in truth! 

 Is that too much for you? Too heavy? It's not heavy, 

actually it's easy when you take into account that the most 

dangerous place in the Universe right now, the greatest 

threat to your Well-Being right now, is right here on W-

303, and those who are seemingly dedicated to ending your 

Well-Being via Nuclear Insanity! Understand? 

 The Truth is that we are living in a steadily 

disappearing world and we Need Now, All of you Need 

Now, begin to Prepare and Plan for the New Worlds, The 13, 

then, need to transform themselves into what Spirit Guides 

are - Procrusteans! And you do this with the “Fingerprint” 

of your True-Self - your mind, your Consciousness, your 

“Awareness,” then! 

 You need to learn, and to understand, and to agree, 
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that physically, you are waste - mentally you are distorted 

- and spirit-wise you are ignorant! You do this and then, 

and only then, can you truly Be something! 

 You are, right Now, sitting right there, of Divine 

Consciousness - of it, but you do not manifest it. Why? (I 

just told you in the statement above.) 

 It is your spirit self, your true-self, that IS Truly 

Important and because of it you should be super spiritual, 

mentally sacred, then, and not mentally scarred. Your 

mind, your Awareness, then, is an essence of an essence of 

ONE Mind - an Omniscient Mind. (Yet you hold a distorted 

state of, and a fallen, altered, lower state of 

“Consciousness,” then, of a higher state of Consciousness, 

linked much closer to that Omniscience!) 

 Is it any wonder that Paul wrote that God's thoughts 

are not man's thoughts? 

 Is it any wonder that we have an Agony of Conscience? 

The Only Guilt for which no evidence is Required - You 

know and God Knows. 

 You see, the farther away from the flower, the fainter 

the fragrance is. The farther away from the Light, the 

darker it gets, the farther away from the fire, the colder it 

gets. The farther away from the Soul, the Longer the 
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Journey back becomes. The more materialistic you become 

the less Spiritual you are. The more you “want,” the 

Greater the difficulty of fulfilling your Needs and your 

Responsibilities become. I hope you are getting the point of 

all this. 

 The distance you put between body and soul is not 

important, not Relevant? (What does this mean?) 

 The distance you put between the lower mind, your 

Awareness, then, and the Higher “Minds,” is of the utmost 

importance, and very Relevant. 

 The distance you put between the Physical body and 

the Spiritual Body is not important, not Relevant. 

 The distance you put between your “Awareness,” your 

essence of consciousness, that distorted and carnal and 

wayward and chaotic essence of the Soul or the Spirit of 

Consciousness which is LIFE and LIFE Perfect and Absolute 

then, as is your essence of it, Mind, that is, but not your 

“Awareness” of it nor the SUM of All of your memories, 

thoughts, ideas, feelings, words, acts, deeds, hopes, 

experiences, faith and so forth, and your spirit mind, then, 

is of the utmost importance and most Relevant! Your 

“mind” is Perfect - it cannot be anything else but Perfect - 

it is Divine, but your “Awareness” is not Perfect and that's 

the Problem, your Problem. 
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 Remember now, that when we say “your spirit's 

mind” we are saying “yours”! You are spirit - the spirit is 

you - you are the materialization, so to say, of your True-

Self, spirit, then. You then, with form and structure made 

up of mere matter! Without the Essence of the Soul or the 

Spirit of Consciousness, nothing but an animal. Are you 

getting the point, the drift of all this? 

 Animals don't “Think God” - they have a brain but 

they simply can't Think God! Spirits don't have any brains 

but they can and always Do “Think God,” LIFE, then! And 

so can you and I suspect you know the Reason why! 

 So now listen very carefully. Now I may lose you, now I 

may even get a little lost myself. 

 “You” and you are materializations, one Physical-

Material and one spiritual. One in the image of The Image 

of God and the other in the image of that image, 

materialized! LIFE is Invisible, Incomprehensible, 

Ineffable, Everywhere but No Where, Everything but No 

Thing and so on. 

 Man-woman cannot see God but they can “see” God. 

Spirits do not see God but they “see” God and they “see” 

each other but they do not see themselves and they do not 

see illusions! Only you see illusions and only you follow 

them. 
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 Only God, LIFE, then, is All seeing, All hearing and All 

powerful - the Three Omni's, the One Soul, then. 

 Now we say God is Spirit. But we also say LIGHT, or 

Christ, is Spirit. Are we, then, talking and thinking that 

they are alike in Spirit, the same Spirit? Isn't Spirit, Spirit? 

Jesus said “God is Spirit,” but Jesus wasn't always right 

any more than any of you are always right! And, I am 

asking questions that you can't answer but I'm willing to 

listen to you if you would like to try. Anyone want to try? 

 O.K. We will get back to all of this in the future - in the 

meanwhile I would like to give it some thought if that's 

possible. 

 So, anyway, as we said you are the materialization of a 

spirit. 

 LIFE and LIGHT and Life, then, has created and caused 

you and You to be what you are, the great mystery of this 

Earth, and who can solve such an Arcane mystery? Darwin? 

A Pope? An anthropologist? A psychologist? A philosopher? 

An atheist? A scientist? A psychic? A prophet? A magician? 

NO! None of these, in fact, NO Human Being knows why or 

how he came to be, and worse, they have no proof of who 

or what they really are or where they came from or how 

they got here or why, even! 
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 One Thing is certain though - we did not create 

ourselves and we were not Created ex-nihilo i.e., creation 

without a Creator, a purpose or a meaning. 

 So here you and You are. One physical visible body - 

one spirit invisible spiritual body. Tied together by the 

Essence of ONE Mind. Your Physical Self is Pure Animal, 

made up of minerals, elements, chemicals, vegetable, 

tissues, muscles, organs, flesh, fats, blood, skin, etc., but 

mostly H2O and its percentage of your physicalness is 

about the same as the unused portions of your computer, 

your brain! Yet, despite this Animal Purity you are not an 

Animal simply because on this earth you are the only 

“animal like” Life form that Knows and Knows you Know - 

you have a mind - no other visible Life form on this Earth 

has a mind and that is what makes you Unique! The only 

Invisible Life form on a Plane Level with you and your 

mind is your spirit and its mind. It is those “minds” that 

make you divine and not an animal, a vegetable, or a 

mineral. It is your protection, your immortality, when 

United. 

 When you were conceived by your parents, you 

Received your mind, per Communication #19 of the I, Paul 

series. When you were birthed, your spirit entered in and 

you were NOW Whole and Divine and not just another 

animal or ape. The mind was predestined, then. Wisdom 
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sent the spirit out to be called back by Soul with the minds 

United after 72 hours from the moment of the physical 

body's demise. During the interim of that 72-hour period 

the spirit, Now a Spirit, is in the Keeping of the Spirit of 

Death, who, upon hearing the Soul calling, releases You, 

Your True-Self, to begin your Evolution (Per 

Communication #1) Upwards to the Fullness of the Light 

and your participation in the Happening of the ALL in ALL. 

If the Soul doesn't call back, guess what? You are either 

Earthbound or somewhere else other than where the Light 

is! 

 So, as you can see, hopefully, You are living in a 

“house” without a permanent foundation (i.e., your 

physical body). 

 In the Temporal Now you are a Whole Being composed 

of Body, Mind, Spirit. 

 In the Eternal NOW You are also a Whole Being 

composed of Spirit body and mind! There is a physical body 

and there is a Spiritual body and that's what “vesturing” is 

all about - Shedding the old body for that glorious new 

body wherein you Put On the Light Robe! The Robe where 

Five Words are written - Zama Zama Ozza Rachama Ozai. 

(The fourth word begins with an “R” not a “B” - It is 

“Rachama.”) 
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 All the Power of the Kingdoms are in the Mind of 

Christ and the Mind of Christ is in All the Kingdoms, All the 

Realms, then, All the Planes, All the Spheres, All the 

Angels, All the Spirits, All the spirits in All the Mankinds, 

and is “The Catalyst that Binds” the Etheric Man-Woman 

and the Astral Man-Woman and the Planetary Man-

Woman and the Vessel Man-Woman together and to the 

LIGHT and, collectively, all of these to LIFE as ALL in ALL - 

Mind, Minds, Will, Water, Love, Wind, Earths, Fire, Spirits, 

Angels - SOUL. 

 O death where is thy sting? 

 In most of the above we have been speaking in 

allegorical terms, employing symbolic terms and 

metaphors associated with Spiritualism and Esotericism, 

all to say “God IS - I AM,” which, in turn, is speaking 

metaphysically, and we shall continue in this vein 

attempting to keep it all at a low level of “thought 

expression” for the benefit of “the assessment” of all in 

this room. 

 “In the Beginning,” which did not occur here on W-

303, and I refer you all to CPM #29 for an explanation, only 

the Essences of the Soul or the Spirit of Consciousness 

were predestined and those essences were, Naturally, 

Eternal, Uncreated, and Uncreatable, yet Highly Creative 
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and, of course, Immortal! 

 The LIGHT lit up the East and Wisdom sent them out 

to settle it. Eventually they migrated to the North as the 

Light spread and then to the South following the Light and 

eventually, they came to the West, these Lumerians, the 

Keepers of the Well, and our Ancestors. Yes, our 

Citizenship lies elsewhere! 

 (Now, what does all This tell you?) 

 (Who would like to answer that?) 

1. Yes, there are other intelligent Life Forms living in 

space along with us.) 

2. Yes, there has been inter-earths travel.) 

3. Yes, there are means of transportation and we call 

them Unidentified Flying Objects - they don't fly - 

they sail!) 

4. Yes, they are mankinds, just as we are a “mankind”! 

They preceded us - if there is to be any name calling 

they will do it - not us!) 

5. Yes, you (or the Seated Ones) will receive a full report 

on all of this.) 

Mark your CPM #29 “The 13 - Its Navigator and 

Cartographer.” 
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 Then came Spiritual Disobedience fueled by 

Materialism and our Carnal, “Animal Like” Nature, and the 

one Life on W-303 that Knows and Knows it Knows, lost its 

Immortal Nature and Death came to Reign on W-303, and 

gradually Spiritualism was forgotten and eventually 

replaced by Religion which is False Spiritualism and a 

belief in a Counterfeit Spirit! “Self,” which religion calls 

satan! Evil has only ONE Face and it is Human. 

 The Message of I Paul has already proven, from the 

New Testament, that Jesus himself did not hold to a 

concept of an Evil Spirit! Have you studied this? Do you 

even know where in the Message this exposé is? Find it and 

learn it. The day is coming when you will be very glad you 

did. 

 Now in light of all I have said to you up to now we can 

deduce the following: All Physical-Material, Animal, 

Carnal, Mammal and other life had, and has, a brain and a 

Central Nervous System and could see, hear, smell, taste 

and touch, but not all brains had, and still do not have, 

access to a mind - “that” belongs, here on W-303, 

exclusively to Vessel Man-Woman. Death, then, fell only 

upon the Mind-Less. Only the Mind-Full, then, reasoned 

and manifested what we call Logic. 

 What do we imply by Logic? 
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 What do we mean by “Logic”? 

 “Logic” can be viewed as the Systemized 

Intercommunications between your Brain (computer) and 

your Sensortizers (Central Nervous System) which, 

collectively, comprise your Physical body's Attributes, 

Functionings, then, via Sendings and Receivings, which are 

tied to your physical senses and health. 

 Now, at this point, what are you? At this point, in this 

state of being, can you read? Can you write? Can you solve a 

simple mathematical problem?  

 At this point you are an Animal, Beasts even! No, you 

cannot read, you cannot write, and you cannot solve a 

simple mathematical problem, you are not even aware that 

one exists! 

 With this type of “Logic” such an entity cannot seek 

the Kingdom of God within. The question here, then, is 

Why? Is it because such as these were not Created by God 

but evolved? No, that's not the Reason - in fact such a 

matter is not even relevant here - who or what caused such 

to exist is not important here. And, if not, what is 

important here? What is Relevant here? 

 Simply put, a matter that truly does matter, and, 

which, is a very simple matter of mind, Consciousness, 
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“AWARENESS,” then! Creative Thought and Creative 

Imagination capabilities, then, and those Attributes and 

those qualities that are found only in a Wholeness, a 

Completeness of Soma, Psyche, Pneuma, then. Man-

Woman, then, mankinds, then. Not animals, then, not 

beasts nor mammals, then, but True Sons and Daughters of 

the Supreme Spirit and heirs to the Kingdom of LIFE with 

the LIGHT, through whom and for whom and by whom you 

exist. 

 Yes, we have all the animal “Logic” of the senses, the 

brain, the central nervous system, all the attributes which 

determine our physicalness and its functionings and 

malfunctionings, but, we humans alone, here, have certain 

Unique, Exclusive, Qualities and Attributes which 

determine much more than our animal like “logic” and 

carnality. 

 Vessel Man-Woman are not dumb domesticated 

animals or beasts even when they “ape” them at times. 

Simply because they know better than the dumb animals 

doesn't mean that they always act better or smarter. What 

is most important is that they can, and what is most 

relevant here, is the Truth that they should, and not waste 

their (whole) life here and their minds here on 

foolishnesses, on matters, then, that do not matter! 
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 But the problem of Man-Woman here, you then, is 

that you cannot leave the Fruit, both the Good and the Bad 

Fruit, and the Evil Fruit, then, of The Tree of Knowledge of 

Good and Evil, Alone! 

 That's your difference from the Animal, the Beast; 

Mind, and its Knowledge; Your Abundance of it and your 

distortions and Altering of it, your ignoring of it, then, to 

satisfy Carnal Wants, and your misuse of it to play at being 

God. Do you play at being God more than you do at Truly 

Acting Natural? (Think about this.) 

 After all, who are the fools who Rationalize and 

Intellectualize the wrong to be right; the simple to be 

difficult; the Good to be Evil; the Evil to be Good; the 

Untrue to be True; and an illusion to be Real, or to follow, 

or a theory to be the Truth? And the Truth to be a theory? 

 Aren't you the ones who judge others quickly and 

often, even though you lack the qualifications and abilities 

to do so? Aren't you the ones who lack the Courage to Judge 

yourself first? Yes, you are the ones who criticize others for 

doing exactly the same things you do - consciously or 

otherwise! 

 Aren't you the ones who are so deep in “self” that you 

are deaf, dumb and blind to it, but have no difficulty in 

seeing it in others and quick to mind their business while 
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your own is being rapidly bankrupted and destroying you 

in the process? Full of Vanity and vain glory and egotistical 

Pride, laughing and gossiping and backbiting others for 

being as you are and doing exactly what you do, playing at 

being God? “After All,” they can't be God, you are!! Not 

even the Animals do these things and did you know that 

Darwin's only Degree was one in Theology? 

 We know from the Message of I Paul that the Truth 

both Creates and Destroys but to truly “Know It” we must 

also Understand it, before we can use it, and every single 

person who has in the past, does now, and will in the 

future, act and play at being God, instead of Doing the work 

of God, also create and destroy. They have, they do, and 

they will tomorrow, create new evils, new distortions of 

consciousness, in an attempt to change the creation by 

transforming it back into Chaos. They destroy the good, 

the right and the true in the minds of all who follow them 

and their idiotologies and sick philosophies and politics. 

They attempt to destroy knowledge by continually 

spouting nonsense and an altered and distorted view of the 

Way to “The Way,” mixing it with other, lesser ways, and 

those clearly Not The Way. They “burn books” with their 

mouth and they destroy human and spirit ideals and 

eventually, but always, they Destroy themselves. And in 

this destroying, they have Created something, another 
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lesson of the folly in following the blind, the talkers, the 

fools, the pretenders. Their own self-destruction creates a 

better world to live in, a world without them, a world with 

one less false God! The mills of God grind slowly but they 

grind very finely and final! Someday, all of you, are going 

to learn, and learn well, who it is that has the very last 

word! 

 Yes, my dear sisters and brothers we are Unique and 

our Special Attributes and Qualities hover over and above 

all other Life Forms on this Earth of ours and even more 

Unique and Special because some of those very unique 

attributes and qualities extend into the very depths and 

heights of infinity and eternity. But the most awesome 

uniqueness we hold is our Choice to be an Animal or a Beast 

or Carnal minded or a True Son or a True Daughter of the 

Supreme Spirit. And if we choose to be a True Son or a True 

Daughter of the Supreme Spirit, LIFE then, then the very 

Uniqueness of Uniqueness, its very Ultimate comes shining 

through to engulf us - we can die to Live! No Animal, no 

Beast, no other Life Form on this Quaternary, W-303, has 

that Uniqueness! It is not a matter, then, of mere matter. 

 The very key to all that does matter is spirit, minds 

and Transcendence. Transcendence is the Primary Task of 

the Order of Thirteen, and my task is to seat 13 and get on 

with all the tasks. 
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 May the day come and soon when the Almighty may 

again receive Glory in his Own World, and Man-Woman 

may be seen to have had not only a glorious beginning, but 

also a glorious meaning and purpose for their life here, and 

also that the mystery of that Life might become Common 

Knowledge that they have a glorious destiny and future in 

store for them in the ages to come, as I have discovered and 

witnessed - and once again may Unity and Peace and Love 

through True Spiritual endeavors and Common Sense be 

Restored to our Earth and that the Family of LIFE and 

LIGHT of the ALL in ALL and its Thirteen may lead the Way 

to “The Way.” 

 We are not here by Accident or by Chance or by 

something that happened in an Ancient and Primordial 

Sea, but rather as the Crowning Glory and Achievement of 

the Creation of a Loving and All Wise Spirit who we know 

and Love as LIFE. 

 For though I speak with the tongues of MEN and of 

Angels, and have NOT Charity, I am become as sounding 

brass, or a Tinkling Cymbal. 

 And though I have the gift of prophecy and understand 

all mysteries, and all knowledge; so that I could remove 

mountains, and have not love, I am Nothing. 

 And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, 
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and though I give my body to be sacrificed, and have not 

love, it profiteth me nothing. Love suffers long and is kind, 

love envies not, love vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, 

does not behave itself unseemly, seeks not her own, is not 

Easily Provoked, thinks no evils; Rejoices not in iniquity, 

but rejoices in the Truth, Bears All Things, believes All 

Things (spiritual), hopes all things, endures All Things. 

 Love never fails; but whether there be prophecies, they 

shall fall; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; 

whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away - for we 

know in Part, and we Prophecy in Part. But when That 

which is Perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be 

done away. 

 When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as 

a child, I thought as a child, but when I became a man, I put 

away childish things. For now, we see through a glass 

darkly; but then face to face: Now I know in part, but then 

shall I know even as I am known - for God IS-I AM. And 

Now Abideth Faith and Hope and Charity, these three, But 

the Greatest of Them All is Love. 

 Now we know what Paul finally came to know and we 

have the Message to prove it. 

 Now before taking a break let me tell you something 

that Jesse knows and has passed on to me to give to you, 
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The 13, 10 Candidates and 3 Seated. 

 Prior to his crucifixion Jesus addressed his followers 

and others and made a statement that all those he left 

behind and who came after him, would do greater things 

than he had done and while they were doing these things 

he too would be doing! Preparing a place for Prepared 

People in the Kingdom of God. 

 After Jesus gave up his Life for the sake of Love and 

Truth and humanity he left us all a legacy and the gnawing 

question of all who would follow him as to what should our 

sacrifice be in this following. The question was and is what 

is sacrifice Now? And what is The Legacy must also be 

answered. 

 The difference in Sacrifice is that Jesus gave up his 

physical existence so that you may have a better existence 

here and he certainly implied that those who would Follow 

him and Emulate him would Join him in God's Kingdom. So 

Jesus made it clear that giving up one's life was not The 

Way to emulate him - was not a sacrifice suitable to 

Following him - Emulating him then was the Sacrifice 

called for by Jesus himself in the flesh. 

 Do you know what he meant? Any of you - do you 

know? Let me tell you. 
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 You Sacrifice by living for Jesus - living out his life 

here that he couldn't live out, here. So your sacrifice is a 

living sacrifice, a Servant-slave to all that Jesus lived and 

died for, so, if you complete Jesus' life here for him, you 

really haven't sacrificed anything, it is NO Sacrifice at All! 

 I'll let you decide what it truly IS! 

 I Love you - Thank you - Now 

- Let's take a break -
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June of 88 - Virginia Beach 
Agenda - “Restore My House” 

 Opening Remarks - The 13 - June of 88 - The Family 

and its Order - This, then, is an Agapé. 

• “An Issue” - Preface to Lesson 13 (done) 

• June 12 W-F - The 13 - Listen to the Tape (and, if need 

be, March 27th Tape, same source) (done) 

• Lesson Thirteen - Reading - “T” 

• Signs and Symbols - Reading - “T” 

• Old Business - New Business - The 13 

 Table Fellowship - We will have One - and the Case for 

it! 

 In the Readings of “Lesson 13” and “Signs and 

Symbols” we will take a “5” minute break every half-hour 

or so. “JA” will be the time keeper. 

 Now this morning I would like to take a moment about 

what the Religionists cite as the Devil and what we will call 

and place into the proper perspective - Mr. Dumb, Mr. 

Stupidity, and Mr. Ignorant. All pseudo identifications, for 

we all know that all Evil wears a human face. 

 Now let us get down to the business at hand - we have 

a long way to go - so let's Go and Do.
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June of “88” 

 Welcome to this official gathering of the Order of 

Thirteen of the Family of LIFE and LIGHT of the All in ALL. 

 Those of you who are serious and concerned with, and 

about, the Well-Being of man and woman kinds will 

remain - the rest, if any, will be Ushered out by a 

Representative of the House of Urbane. 

 I, Paul, as “the Mystic” of the Family greet you. May 

you walk in the Light forever. May the LIGHT be your cause 

and LIFE your Goal. 

 Now we, all of us here, being Human beings, have 

certain foolishnesses and certain habits, and certain 

idiosyncrasies, some of which we - you - carry to extremes 

- this will end here at this gathering of the Order of 

Thirteen or you will. 

 I, Paul, need only point to the Two Presentation 

Communications to the Order of Thirteen to make my case. 

 First, though, I would like once again, and for the final 

time, draw your total Attention to Letter One (1) to the 

Order of Thirteen. 

 (Read it.) 

 Secondly, I would like to give another Demonstration 
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of Mr. Dumb, Mr. Ignorant, and Mr. Stupidity, to you, and 

nothing can do it better than The 13 meeting held in 

Waquoit-Falmouth on June the 12, 1988. 

 (Play it.) 

 Now you need to know that I, Paul, am no longer your 

Spirit Guide, therefore, I believe you should all understand 

the make-up of the Order and who its Spirit Guide is and 

what it is you and he are about. 

 We, you and he are starting a “movement.” Its 

Command is to “Restore My House.” It is, therefore, a 

movement of “One-Pointedness” and Lesson 13 to The 13 

spells out what “we” mean by this. 

 Once all of you having at least heard Lesson 13 read to 

you once, we will take your questions, if any, about this 

“One-Pointedness.” I can tell you this, though. The Order 

or its remnant will be in ONE Place! And that Place will Be 

Close to the Water. 

 And, once, having heard “Signs and Symbols” which is 

incomplete but will not remain so much longer, then the 

Mystic will discern “All” for you. That is, all of you who 

survive this Gathering! 

 Now, my dear sisters and brothers, and Partners, you 

should know exactly what the Order IS. So, I, Paul, give you 
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this: The Order of Thirteen is the Voice and the Conscience 

of the Family of LIFE and LIGHT of the All in ALL. 

 Now having given you this definition, I, Paul, say to 

you it is a discernible one “IF” that discernment comes 

from wisdom and is in no way self-seeking! Mr. Dumb; Mr. 

Stupid; and Mr. Ignorant need not try - we will hold their 

hand and do it for them. But, when I, Paul, let go, they, and 

you, are on your own! Keep the Watch. 

 Now I need to inform you that each of you, “JN,” and 

“Dh” (senior), have the obligatory right to the title of 

Reverend, but I, Paul caution All of you to make no more of 

it than did Jesus and no less of it then did I Paul. 

 So this I, Paul, lay upon you. You, the members of the 

Order of Thirteen, besides having the Full Responsibility of 

becoming Fully Human as well as being Fully Spiritual, per 

the Message and the Book of the Two Ways, will also be 

political and openly so - locally and otherwise. 

 In keeping with this and staying close to your Spirit 

Guide, “DH,” my, his, your, our Brothers and Partners 

“TM” and “DL” will be my political spokesmen. 

 Total involvement then in the Well-Being of All 

Human beings is the key to being Fully Human and Fully 

Spiritual in The NOW! Nothing and No Thing is, or will be 
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accepted as an excuse or a substitute. There are, after all, 

no Accidents and therefore NO Excuses. Yet, there are 

People and we will accept mistakes but not as a habit nor a 

deliberate act and never, never, forever! 

 The Spirit Guide of This Order, being one of these 

people, will never again Travel Alone - and this my dear 

brothers and Sisters goes for all the rest of you. 

 So, in keeping with This, No member of the Order will 

ever go Alone in the Task of dispensing the Order's 

business. You, then, are only as strong as the weakest link 

in the Chain. 

 And, speaking of this Chain, Brother “AB,” Adrian 

Braun, has now the Responsibility of keeping it strong - 

together, then. He will, then, be a Link between the Spirit 

Guide of the Order and the Practicing Guides of the Order 

Itself. 

 So we have Now an Executive Secretary-Treasurer, our 

brother, Partner, and spirit guide, “T.” We have our Editor 

of Common Sense, our brother, Partner, and spirit guide, 

“LN.” We have our “Historian,” our brother, partner, and 

spirit guide, “JA.” We have our “Spokesmen” brothers and 

partners, as well as spirit guides, “TM” and “DL.” 

 Further, we have our Coordinator of Creativity, our 
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Sister, Partner, and spirit guide, “BN.” 

 Always heading upward, to “GD” and “GZ,” our 

brothers, partners, and spirit guides, I, Paul hand to them, 

in a joint effort, the Responsibility of Receiving the 

Message when I, Paul am no longer capable of doing so and 

giving it into the hands of the Order of Thirteen and to my 

Sister and Partner “JN” and to my Brother “Dh” (senior). 

See to it. 

 Keeping in mind, then, that the Truth will Always, and 

in All Ways, Will Out, and that none of us can ever go 

Alone, I, Paul give you my Sister “JN,” and my Brother and 

Partner “Dh” (senior), who go where I, Paul, goes. In my 

Absence they represent me as a Symbol of the Path I, Paul, 

walk. May they both walk it Faithfully. Regardless, my 

Partnership and my Presence will Always walk with All of 

you as will your Spirit Guide. 

 And, staying on line, I give to my brother, partner, and 

fellow spirit guide my status as “beloved laborer,” to your 

brother “G.” Not to keep, but to Share, Care, and give it to 

All of you as well as to maintain and manifest it. 

 And, Finally, in your Attempts to be Equals, I, Paul, 

Mystic of the Family of LIFE and LIGHT of the All in ALL, I 

give to you your sisters in the NOW, who are also partners 

and spirit guides, Sister “GT,” a sensitive; Sister “DP,” and 
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Sister “PW,” also the Executive Secretary of the Family, my 

Knowledge to the whereabouts of the Keys of the Kingdom 

and from this will come “She,” the Wisdom and the Power 

who will Represent, Speak then, for the LIGHT. 

 And I must add, that the Voice of this Order will be its 

Spirit Guide. 

 In the Name of LIFE then, the Supreme Spirit, Seek 

LIGHT. 

 How then am I to make you All Mystics? 

 Very Simply, through the magic of the Message of I 

Paul. 

 So let me say to you All.  I, Paul, am your brother, your 

friend, your Servant. 

 I bid you Peace. I, Paul Loves you All regardless of 

where you stand. I, Paul will never Attempt to Stand in your 

space. 

 Please See! 

 I, Paul, gives to you the Third Day. Please, All of you, 

then, seek out this LIFE. 

 Now I Leave you to your devices. 

 Call me if you need me! I, Paul, am, after all, Present. 
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Always Present, never available! That is, just, “never 

available” but always, and in All Ways, Available! 

 I give to you then, your Spirit Guide and your 

Executive Secretary-Treasurer - make of them what you 

will because, if you won't, I, Paul Will. The mystic must, 

and he Will. 

 Respect my Advisors. This is the Only Command I will 

make. This is also the Only Command I, Paul, personally, 

will enforce. 

 It seems to me for the past twelve years I have been 

fulfilling somebody else's tasks and Responsibilities - No 

more - Absolutely NO More - I will take Full Responsibility 

for Mine and for the Family - but that's it - I'll pick up the 

Rest of you Later - much Later than you would expect! 

 So be it! Get with it! 

“DH,” Spirit Guide of the 13 - TAKE OVER! 

Your brother and Servant 

I, Paul, Mystic. 

 

 I Close the Order of Thirteen as of this earthly hour. It 

is done. IT IS DONE! 
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 I, Paul, bid you Peace. 

 Father, IT IS done - Unity and Peace and Love. 

 “JN” and “Dh” (senior) are mine and therefore they 

must be yours also. See to this. Keep them as you would me. 

Your Servant, I, Paul. I Bid you Well. I give you unto 

Stronger hands - enjoy them!
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A Gathering of The Order of Thirteen 

Our theme comes from “Jz” and is 

“Restore My House” 

 We, You are starting a “Movement” - A movement of 

“One-Pointedness” and Lesson Thirteen spells out what 

we mean by this. 

 Once all of you having at least heard this Lesson 

Thirteen we will take your questions about this “One-

Pointedness.” 

 Now you should know what The Order is so I give you 

this: The Order of Thirteen is the Voice and the Conscience 

of The Family of LIFE and LIGHT of the ALL in ALL. 

 Now having given you this definition I say to you it is a 

discernible one IF that discernment comes from wisdom 

and is in no way self-seeking. 

 Now, each of you, has the Right to the title of 

“Reverend” but I, Paul caution you to make no more of it 

than did Jesus himself and no less of it then did Paul 

himself. 

 So this I lay upon you. You, the members of the Order 

in addition to being Fully Human and Fully Spiritual, per 

the Message, will be political and openly so and not just 
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Locally but Worldly. In keeping with this my, your, 

brothers and Partners “T” and “TM” will be my 

spokesmen. 

 Total Involvement then is the key to being Fully 

Human and Fully Spiritual in The Now. Nothing and No 

Thing is to be accepted as a substitute. There are, after all, 

no Accidents and therefore NO Excuses. Yet, there are 

people. 

 The Spirit Guide of The Order being one of these 

people, will never again travel Alone - unaccompanied, 

then. He or She, whatever the case may be, must Always be 

escorted by a Sister or Brother mystic of the Order of 

Thirteen or a Partner of “The Family” then. 

 And, in keeping with this, No member of the Order will 

ever go Alone in the Tasks of dispensing the Order's 

business for they too must be so accompanied. You, then, 

are only Strong as a link in the Chain. 

 And, speaking of this Chain, Brother “AB,” Adrian 

Braun, has now the Responsibility of keeping it strong. He, 

then, will be a link between the Spirit Guide of the Order 

and the Practicing Spirit Guides of the Order Itself. 

 So, we have Now a Secretary-Treasurer, our brother 

and Partner “DH,” we have our editor of Common Sense, 
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our brother and Partner “LN.” We have our Historian “JA,” 

our brother and Partner John Adam. We have our 

Spokesmen “T” and “TM,” brothers Ted Wrobel and 

Thomas Morris and my Partners as well. 

 We have our Coordinator of Creativity and the many 

outlets or facets therein, our Sister and Partner “BN,” 

Betty Newall. 

 Heading Upward, to “GD” and “GZ,” our brothers and 

Partners I, Paul hand in a Joint Effort the Responsibility of 

Receiving the Message of I Paul when I, Paul am no longer 

capable of doing same here. 

 Keeping in mind then that the Truth Will Always Out 

and that none of us can ever go Alone I, Paul give you my 

Sister “JN,” Jean Miller, who goes where I go. She is, in my 

absence, my Image, a Symbol of the Path which I have 

found and wish to share with her and All of You. She, then, 

as Well as All of you Represent my Presence and my 

Partnership wherever I am not. 

 Again, staying on line, I give to my sister and Partner 

“JW,” Janice Wells, our status as “beloved laborer.” {“JW” 

stepped down immediately prior to this meeting and “G,” 

Gardner Miller was given this position. - pw} Not Only to 

maintain but to give it to each and every one of you as 

Equals. 
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 Finally, to my and your dear sisters and Partners 

“PW,” Pati Wright, “GT,” Gail Thurman, and “DP,” Donna 

Prince, I give my Knowledge to the whereabouts of the 

Keys of the Kingdom of God and from this Triune will come 

SHE who will speak for the LIGHT. 

 And I must add that the Voice of this Order will come 

from ITS Secretary-Treasurer. 

 In the Name of LIGHT, then, seek LIFE. 

 How then am I to make you all mystics? Very Simply, 

through “The Magic” of the Message of I Paul. 

 So let me say to you: I, Paul remain your brother and 

partner - I bid you Peace and Love. 

Your brother and Servant 

I, Paul. SG. 

 

 Please See: I, Paul, give to you the Third Day. Let all of 

you, then, Search out this Life. 
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Restore My House 

 Greetings to All of you who constitute the Family of 

LIFE and LIGHT of the All in ALL. With All Love for Unity 

and Peace, I, Paul greet you all for the All, may you stand in 

the Light of Grace and bask in Abundances. I bid you Peace. 

 Allow it to be Understood on great authority this: Our 

Command is “Restore My House.” This is an echo from 

“Assisi.” But we cannot Restore the House through Poverty 

and Pusey. Clearly they are not the Way. 

 So, the question lingers, How do we Restore the 

House. Well, first we Need some guidelines and these are 

my privilege to present to you. 

 No longer seeing through a glass darkly 

1. “The Family” only gathers officially where the 

Director of W-303 IS. 

2. The Order of Thirteen only meets officially where its 

Spirit Guide IS. 

3. Yet, there is One Great Exception to all of this and the 

reason is simple enough to comprehend - the Master 

said where two or more gather in my name I am there 

- therefore Table Fellowship wherever and whenever 

it occurs for that purpose is an Official Family and/or 
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Order Gathering. 

 It is then Imperative that the Director of the Family of 

LIFE and LIGHT of the All in ALL and the Spirit Guide of the 

Order of Thirteen live in the same “House”! 

 It is also imperative to the Family and to the Order that 

this be so! 

As your brother and servant 

I bid you Peace. 

I, Paulz 

 

 

 

  

Please Note: This was written for the Family and not released.  A revised edition 
was written for the Order and released at the Gathering of June 1988. 
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January 14th - An Agapé 
Spiritual Healing #1 

 To the Spirit Guides of The Order of the Family of LIFE 

and LIGHT of the ALL in ALL. 

 Greetings to One and All. 

 This communication to you is the heretofore promised 

one on the subject of “Spiritual Healing” - a Follow-Up on 

Communication numbered, “1988 - The Year of 

Continuing Love.” Subtitled, “The Year of Continuing Love 

and a New Year of Progress dedicated to Reaping the 

Scattered Strangers and to Healing those in Need of a 

physician.” Your “Spirit Guide” and I, Paul give this to you 

of The Order, so that you can give it to the Family, 

everywhere, and, anywhere and anytime. 

 We must begin with a Reading of the aforementioned 

Communication in order to set the table for what it is we 

are about to disclose. 

→ Please Read “1988”  

→ Now, Please Read the Presentation to the Second Gathering of the 

Order of “the Family,” held May 24, 1987.  

 Now having heard these two readings and, hopefully 

having had your Attention and Assimilation throughout 
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them, we shall go on with our dissertation on “Spiritual 

Healing.” 

 Everyone, it would seem, needs a physician at one 

time or another. The question here, then is, why? Now 

that's a very simple question and, being so simple, would 

seem, on the surface at least, to require only a very simple 

answer. But I am willing to bet my Life that not one of you 

gathered here can give it a simple answer and at the same 

time intelligently state why physicians came about to be 

very important, necessary then, to most of us on W-303. 

 You see, there was a time in the history of All 

“mankinds” that no one needed a physician, in fact, such a 

“person” did not even exist! 

 Now we could point out to you that the earliest 

recorded surgery was performed by Yahweh, putting Adam 

into a Spiritual Trance, then removing a rib in order to 

create a help-meet, “Eve,” then. Regardless of the myth 

involved therein, in that story, it does not make of God “a 

physician,” it only relates a tale of the first Spiritual 

Surgery ever performed on this Space Ship, W-303, our 

Earth! 

 The question here for us in this tale, in this saga, in 

this myth, showing up in such an early writing as Genesis, 

is what was the precedent for it, or was it mere folly, the 
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imagination running wild, of the Scribe? Or, was it based 

on some knowledge of such “surgical procedures” that 

actually took place, “happened,” in the past? Where, then, 

did such an idea come from? And, pray tell, where did the 

man from Nazareth get the idea that he was a physician 

who came out, not for the well, but for the ill? 

 And these ill, were they the physically ill, or were they 

the spiritually ill, and what did he actually mean by such a 

statement, if he actually uttered it? Intriguing? Yes, I think 

so. I also find it intriguing that the New Testament 

attributes “two books,” Acts and the Gospel of Luke, to a 

“physician”! 

 I, Paul am, of course, painting “a picture” - I sincerely 

hope you are carefully and attentively watching my 

application and mixture of colors, as well as the flow of my 

brush! And in “painting this picture,” I, Paul would be 

remiss, if I did not refer you to the following 

Communications from the Message of I Paul, the Book of 

the Two Ways, and, of course, the Book of Life. These 

being, then: 

• Communication #1 of the I, Paul Series (Read it). 

• Communication #13 of the I, Paul Series (Read it). 

• Communication #22 of the I, Paul Series (Read it). 

• Communication #26 of the I, Paul Series (Read it). 
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 Now, these are not, by far, all of the Communications 

within the Spirit Message of I Paul that deals with our 

immediate subject, but these few communiques do give us 

a broad outline and do lay down some guidelines for our 

Subject. I could go way back and use some of the 

information and material given at, or on, those earlier 

occasions of our Receiving of the Message of I Paul. 

 One such remembrance, one such reflection, has really 

never left me. A question was asked, and I quote, “How 

many of you here know Jesus? Raise your hands. How many 

of you here heal? How is it that so many of you claim to 

know Jesus, and so few of you claim to heal? If you know 

Jesus, you are a healer!” 

 Now, what do I mean when I say, “If you know Jesus, 

you are a healer?” 

 For God's sake, Jesus lived and died a number of 

hundreds of years ago. How in the hell could you know 

him? And, if not knowing him, how in hell could you heal? 

Not only in his name, but in your own! 

 How, then, do you Emulate someone you do not know, 

have never met, and truly do not know for sure what he did 

and did not do? 

 I, Paul have “emulated” Jesus of Nazareth, in the 
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sense, I have lived or survived longer than he did as a 

human being. I, too, have brought to Life a movement, as 

he did, but mine has actually gone no further than his did 

at his demise. Does it take a life, a death, to get a 

movement, a particular movement, off and running? I've 

been “off and running” for twelve years or so - off to 

where, I cannot say, running to ward what, I cannot say, 

whether in the body our not, I am now fully prepared to 

say! I, Paul knows where he is, and where he has been, and 

I have a pretty good idea of where I am going and how to 

get there! And that is, if you can think that highly, the 

Greatest Healing of All Time, of All Space, of All Eternity, of 

All Grace, then. 

 Why Grace? Simply because it is the basis of ALL 

Healing! It is, in fact, the basis of All Life. 

 So, I, Paul turn to the great letter, the epistle to the 

Galatians, and I cite Galatians, Chapter Five, twenty-two 

and twenty-three, I do so for what is contained therein is 

what “Spiritual Healing” is all about. And “Spiritual 

Healing” in one form of another, is what this 

communication is all about! 

 So, finally, I, Paul will get with it. 

 We will use Galatians 5, verses 22 and 23 as the 

Foundation Stone and the Key to all “Spiritual Healing”! 
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But what is Spiritual Healing? The removal of Adam's Rib? 

Hell, you have to be terribly stupid to believe that, but 

millions upon millions do! 

 All spiritual healing, in fact, all Healing, begins and 

ends within the minds. And, please recognize the term 

used therein - “within”! Why, then, the use of and the 

importance of, this one “word”? “Seek ye first the 

Kingdom...” Where is the Kingdom? See? 

 It, the Kingdom, is most certainly not in the East, not 

in the North, not in the South, and not in the West. It is not 

Above you, nor beneath you. It is not to the right of you or 

to the left of you - that leaves only one place possible: 

wherever you are there is the Kingdom of God, the 

Supreme Spirit, LIFE, then! 

 Now to Understand this, to Embrace this, is, in its own 

right, a Spiritual Healing, as well as a physical one in 

regards to the five primary senses. These two types of 

healing then, complement one another. To employ them, 

as one, instead of opposites, one must understand them, 

love them, obey them, and Unite them, for that is, my dear 

brothers and my dear sisters, the way to All Healing! 

 You can heal no one - not even yourself, if you do not 

“Know the Way” and, then even, you can only be a channel 

for healing, and you must be Prepared to be such a 
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Channel. 

 So how do you become such a Channel? You sit down 

daily to Receive from Spirit - but you do not sit down if you 

are unprepared. In a state of unpreparedness, you are 

simply wasting your time, God's time, my time. I've 

watched some of you attempt this and, believe me, it was 

pitiful. 

 The Message of I Paul is all any of you need, not only 

for your Well Being, but for your never-ending Life! You 

must have The Courage, The intestinal Fortitude, to stand 

up and be numbered as a “True Christian Spiritualist,” not 

as an A.A. member, not as a Boy or Girl Scout, not as any 

“anonymous thing,” half in and half out of the human 

race, and Absolutely Nowhere near into, the spiritual 

society, or its peace! 

 Some of you have spent years - year after year, 

chasing something and at the same time attempting to 

avoid something. What is this something? Do you know? 

Do you Really Care? 

 And to those of you, who believe, and have actually 

overcome their supposed additions, now that you have won 

that inner battle, why did you fight that fight in the first 

place? What in the hell have you done with its victory? 
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 Are you any more Active, any more Constructive, any 

more Righteously productive NOW, than you were then? 

 Oh, and I can hear your voice - I'm healthier, I'm 

eating better, I can Now read two newspapers a day, I can 

talk on the phone to people, I can talk the Way to “the 

Way,” I can come and go as I please, I can go, attend, and 

play the big-shot at places absolutely unconnected with 

the Way to “the Way,” and there I feel welcomed, they 

don't question my motives, and I most certainly do not 

disclose them to them. 

 Who in the hell do you really believe you are kidding? 

That mask you have been wearing and, I might add, that 

you have been burdening us with for quite some time, Now 

needs to go - either you or the mask is going to go! 

 Now, my dear Sisters, Brothers, and Partners, I not 

only mean what I say, but I, the Mystic, in conjunction with 

the Director of “the Family,” and the Spirit Guide of the 

Order of “the Family,” will, in no uncertain terms, make 

this a Reality! 

 You are either in this Family, or you are in something 

else - that is, of course, Always, and in All Ways, your 

Choice - be big enough, and yes, intelligent enough, to 

make it. Make it then, and then keep it, thereby, once and 

for all, proving to All that you do have control of your own 
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mind, good, bad, or indifferent - at least you have acted, 

you have made a decision! Whether it was correct or not, 

come to the Mystic for an answer. 

 Now my dear friends I would like to concentrate on 

Healing. Not that what I have stated heretofore had 

nothing to do with it. 

 Spiritual healing has absolutely nothing to do with 

religion or religionists. In fact, Faith Healing, truly, 

factually, has nothing to do with Faith, per se! 

 Keep in mind now, I, Paul am speaking about spiritual 

healing - I am not, at the moment, speaking about physical 

healing. There is a difference! 

 You must come to an Understanding that there truly 

exist wide differences between so-called “faith healing” 

and physical, medicinal healing, and pure, unadulterated 

spiritual healing. The “healer of faith is hope,” but hope, 

although reassuring, has never truly healed anything or 

anyone. 

 The medicinal, physical way, drug way, then, if you 

please, has swept up many ills, or at least, slowed them 

down. 

 Spiritual healing is, in All Truth, the only Truthful 

healing, for it lasts forever! All other, so-called healings, 
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are of a temporary duration - so they are not True 

Healings! 

 So, you want to be a healer? There is a Way - but you 

need walk it - not simply talk it, or give it lip service. 

 I know there are “healers” in this Order. Some, most 

of you have in the past, put down, even made fun of, and 

Now, they could get even, but being Real healers, such 

thoughts, have never entered their minds, and never will. 

They, God bless them, are way and above you when it 

comes to those sorts of things. 

 Taking Grace and the principles in Galatians 5:22-23 

we at least know what it takes to become a Spiritual Healer, 

and taking them all together, we can see how they spell out 

“Faith, Hope, and Love,” and those who do Share and Care 

are “healers” simply because they have Faith, they cling to 

Hope, and they exude Love, and, because of these three 

attributes they receive “Recognition,” Grace, then, in 

Abundance. 

 Now I am sure that all of you hold a belief of one kind 

or another as just what Spiritual Healing is and means, and 

just what Physical Healing means and is. 

 We, your Spirit Guide and your mystic would like to go 

around the Circle of the Order and hear, listen to these 
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personally held beliefs. Let's do this in alphabetical order: 

John Adam 

Greg Dorsey 

David Govoni (not present) 

David R. Hultgren 

Edward Jacobs 

Leslie Johnson 

Daniel Lynch 

Joe Michaels (not present) 

Jean Miller 

Thomas Morris 

Betty Newall 

Lewis Newall 

Martee Phillips 

Donna Prince (not present) 

Andy Shelton 

Gail Thurman 

Janice Wells (not present) 
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Pati Wright 

Ted Wrobel 

Greg Zumbiel 

 We appreciate your contributions to an overall 

Understanding of Healing, as you see it. That 

understanding not being, necessarily, “our” viewpoint, or 

knowledge of the subject. 

 You see, “we” have in the Message of I Paul, and in the 

I, Paul Series, a great wealth of information about dis-

ease, about disease, and about an ease-of-mind; and, of 

course, about Spiritual Healing, as well as, Physical 

Healing, and how they are applicable to the different 

categories, mentioned. 

 The call to a physician “to heal thyself,” contains 

much more meaning than that which appears on the 

surface of the call. A surgeon, you see, dying of an 

incurable disease, slowly so, can still perform surgery on 

another to abet their healing. In do so, he has not only 

performed a physical healing, but also a Spiritual Healing - 

one for his patient and one for himself! It is in this example 

we can come to the Understanding that death is a healing 

of one kind, and the giving or restoration of Life, even if 

temporal, is a healing of another kind - but in their Uniting 
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they are one and the same thing. 

 Whenever you Share, truly Share, you have performed 

a Healing of one kind or another. 

 Whenever you Care, truly Care, you have performed a 

Healing of one kind or another. 

 Whenever you Love, truly Love, you have Healed! 

 Whenever you have performed a good work, you have, 

in truth, generated a healing of one kind or another. Yes, 

Good Works, are Healings, even if they are not Faith, 

personified! Not Hope at its Apex - Even IF you do not 

Recognize it as Love - If it works, whether you know or 

realize it or not, It is All three! The Faith, The Hope, The 

Love, and Yes, The Grace - The very presence of the 

Supreme Spirit! Can you possibly imagine, or conjure 

anything up that great? I do not Think So. But I am not 

doing all of the Thinking. 

 So, we come to the question that certainly confronts 

us now - How much do you Really Love the Supreme Spirit? 

Well, I can answer this for you! You Love the Supreme 

Spirit only as much as you Love your Neighbor - no more, 

and no less! And pray tell, how much do you love actually, 

really, Love your neighbor? A little bit? A whole lot? None 

at all? or All inclusive? Where do you stand? Where do you 
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really Stand? For LIFE, or for “self”? For LIGHT, or for 

darkness, “self,” then. 

 These are not idle questions. We are not in the 

business of asking idle questions. And that leads us to a 

quite serious question: “Where does, and where did, all 

disease and dis-ease come from?” And this is not an idle 

question, but it is a loaded one! 

 Are these maladies the product of “sin,” of a “devil” 

or a “god”? Are they products of our environment? Our Life 

style? Our genes, perhaps? Can we place disease, sickness, 

ills, dis-ease under one common denominator? 

 I thing so - what about you? I think we need a quick 

review of how religion evolved from Pure Spiritualism. 

“Spiritualism” began when? “Religio” began when? And, 

pray tell, what are the differences between them? 

 The differences and the beginnings are quite simple. 

The former began with “the Creation” - the latter began 

when that creation was ignored in favor of man-woman's 

creativity. This happening, today we cite as our 

materialistic tendencies. 

 This communication is by no means ended. It will be a 

quarterly report, you the Order and my personal associates. 

 To all of you I, Paul gives his gratitude and Love. To 
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“DH,” the Director, and to “DH,” the Spirit Guide of the 

Order of “The Family,” I, Paul give special thanks, both 

Physical and Spiritual. 

 To those of you who have undertaken Leadership roles 

in this Family of ours I give my unrestricted Love and my 

devotion. 

 I actually give All my Love and deep devotion to those 

of you who are True Christian Spiritualists. 

In All Love, for Unity, Peace, and Understanding,  

I, Paul Remains your brother and servant. 

 

P.S.: I'll see you in April, 1989!
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Healing Discourse - April 1989 
Spiritual Healing #2 

 

 Greetings to One and All. This is the Communication I 

promised you on healing. Yet I must, in light of Secrets VI 

also bring to light “Om,” which does, incidentally, have 

much to do with healing, as does “EL” and “Aum.” 

 You see, “Aum” and “Om” have been considered by us 

Westerners as simple mantras. Not so. 

 In the Secrets of the Minds, we have given a fair 

explanation of “Aum,” and “Aum Tat Sat.” Here we shall 

give you a fair insight into “Om” and how they all connect 

with “EL,” or the Power of LIGHT, which comes from LIFE, 

and the Wisdom therein which it holds and dispenses, 

freely so to those who listen and Act. 

 If you do not listen to Spirit and Act promptly from 

that hearing you will be wasting your time, and its, in 

listening to this Communication on Healing. 

 So, to “Om” - this syllable is, designates, symbolizes, 

“ALL.” And “ALL” includes healing, both physical and 

spiritual. “Om” is known then as the Law of Truth and 

Love, all mystics realize this, whether they be “holy” 

mystics or Spiritual mystics, it matters not. A mystic, a 
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True mystic, is just that, you can call him or her “holy” 

which is simply nothing more than a religious designation 

and truly holds no Water, for, in Truth, all mystics are 

Spirituals and in no way religious - they are above such 

man-manufactured theologies, even though they may 

associate themselves with such, for purposes of 

identification or recognition - it has nothing to do with 

justification - that lies and belongs with each individual 

mystic or Spirit Guide - you are known by the company you 

keep - not only here, but there also! 

 As above stated, this syllable “Om” designates “ALL.” 

Its interpretation is ALL that has been, that which is, and 

that which will be. ALL is Om, and only that which is Om, 

and whatever is beyond “trinal time” is Om and Only Om. 

Om, then, is the Faith and the True Faith Healer. 

 In this teaching on healing, “Om,” is taken as a 

symbol or the Symbol of being Ubiquitous. Yes, to be 

healed, either Physically or Spiritually, requires, demands 

even an Open Mentality to such healing. “Om” is not 

something you play with, entertain perfunctorily, or wish 

into existence, and especially your existence! It is 

something for you to consider seriously - it also, you see, 

stands alone for your Well-Being, for it is Family, 

Benevolence, Sharing and Caring. “Om,” then, is the 

Symbol of Supreme Harmony or Harmony without an 
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Opposite. 

 Your Spirit Guide and your mystic of “the Family” 

realize this harmony, sans opposites, for, in truth, we 

think the same way, even if we do not always Present it in 

exactly the same way. We are not infallible, but let us not 

forget, that most victories down through history have been 

achieved by the narrowest of margins. And that margin has 

always gone to the Righteous in the long run. 

 This is what Faith means, the faith that counts for 

Righteousness, that is. “Om Tat Sat” a long, long time ago 

meant, “That Never Seen.” Can you See healing? No, but 

you can Sense and Feel it, oh yes you can, and so can't I. 

From the very moment we are birthed we begin the process 

of dying or what we mortals think of, and cite, as death, 

but which is nothing more than a metamorphosis, and 

that, we can “see,” can sense, and can feel, and is, in fact, a 

Healing! 

 You should by now Understand what Faith Healing is - 

it is nothing more than a process of Change, Changing, 

until You are Changed, or better, restored totally to what 

You were in the First Place! And if you cannot accept the 

first place, why seek healing and restoration in the second? 

One is forever, the other is temporal. 

 Is Faith Healing a hoax? A scam? A figment of fanatical 
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religionists and the fundamentalists who hold up the bible 

as being the inerrant word of God Almighty? Let us cite two 

cases from scripture: 

1. Was Jairus' daughter “raised,” “awakened,” or “born 

again”? 

 I refer you to Mark 5:35 through 43. The Editoria 

language of Verse 35 says she is dead. The Logos of Jesus 

though disputes this claim. 

 Within these verses Jesus speaks only 21 words while 

the editorial writer or writers use 173 words. 

 Now I ask you, after having read these verses, just 

what is it that the scribes are attempting to prove to us or 

sell to us? A “born again” happening? A “raising from the 

dead” happening? A “Second Coming” happening, a 

“first” in the New Testament, apparently? A “Faith 

Healing”? Or an “awakening” from sleep or a coma? 

 If the “damsel” was dead Jesus could not have taken 

her hand. Why? 

 Keep in mind that her father was the Ruler of the 

Synagogue. Are you aware of the Hebrew Rules - very strict 

rules in fact - when it comes to dealing with the dead? 

 If she was dead and not simply asleep or in a coma, she 
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would have been anointed with oils and spices, wrapped in 

a burial shroud immediately and buried before the sun set. 

Now you try taking “the hand” of a damsel who has passed 

over and is totally wrapped in a burial shroud. 

2. We travel now to the gospel of John, Chapter Eleven. 

 This gospel was the last written in and of those that 

received canonization. Here the scribe or scribes that 

authored it, had in front of them the synoptic gospels. Here 

was the great opportunity to make right (that's the nascent 

church's “right,” not God's or Christ's) all the damage 

done to the emerging church's theology, etc. What a 

religious stroke of genius! This giving to the authors of the 

gospel of John the final word was brilliant. And it was not 

only antisemitic and pure Gnosticism, it was anti-God! It 

made a human being God, and God a human being - and 

the religionists bought it, lock, stock, and barrel. And from 

there they went on to buy it, bell, book, and candle! 

 You see, the synoptics made the man from Nazareth, 

not only the Son of Man, but also the Earthly Messiah. 

Through later additions and changes, the scribes also 

relegated him (Jesus) to the status of being the Son of God 

(which he already was, just as all of us are sons or 

daughters of God), but the gospel of John went further, 

much further, and this manufactured upgrading of a 
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human being, a man transposed into a God is the very basis 

of religious Christianity. But I am straying from my path, 

let me get back on course. 

 In John Eleven we run straight into some very clever 

construction of language, and a perfect example of scribes 

putting words into the mouth of a dead person. 

 I, Paul personally challenges anyone to come up with 

any verse in the New Testament as ambiguous and out of 

character as Verse 4, Chapter Eleven, of the gospel of John. 

Compare it with verse 11, and then verse 14. As clever a 

writer I may be, I have never woven a web as clever as these 

verses do. No wonder Chapter 11, verse 35 had to be written 

- perhaps it was a concession of the author or the authors 

of the gospel of the dead Jesus for what they were now 

perpetuating in his name. 

 Well, I, Paul will never apologize for what I say about 

Jesus - he doesn't not only need it, he doesn't expect it, nor 

wants it. He, Jesus, knows, he doesn't need, nor wants our 

foolishnesses. He loves us, he hopes in all anguish and 

expectation that we will, can even, reciprocate! And why 

not. He is with the Father - where are we? 

 Well, now that you have answered that question to 

yourself let us get on with this dissertation on the validity 

and the happenstances of what the religionists call “Faith 
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Healing,” and science calls fakery. 

 First off you need a good solid understanding of the 

meaning of “Faith” as well as the meaning of “Healing.” 

Then you can put the two words together and see what the 

term “Faith Healing” means. In these regards the Message 

of I Paul is available for your scrutiny and illumination. 

 Now that we have set the stage for our understanding 

of “Faith Healing” let us place Act One before you. 

 From a strictly medical, scientific viewpoint then 

(which is well documented) “Faith Healing” is actually 

nothing more than a figment of one's imaginative mind, a 

fantasy, something “psychedelic,” then, but wait, for we 

need to include in this Act One a possibility, being, that if 

such a temporary conditional healing can be induced, then 

there is no logical reason to doubt that it, the healing, 

cannot be made permanent under the proper conditions 

and without any fantasy and fanaticism, and, of course, 

divorced from all fakery, religious or otherwise. 

 I, Paul personally wishes everyone the Full Measure of 

Faith, All the Hope possible, all the humor and laughter 

available, and, of course, ALL the Charity, the Love, then, 

that you can absorb and dispense. 

 One aspect of “Faith Healing” which has long been 
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utilized is what is known, or cited as, “Sensory 

Stimulation.” In the field of medical science it is usually 

used in the hope of reviving comatose patients and is cited 

as “Coma Stimulation.” So “Sensory Stimulation” is used, 

or can be used, in more than one direction. It can, then, be 

utilized to stimulate both the physical and the Receptor 

Senses - the Physical and the Spiritual Senses, then! 

 So, I, Paul asks you - what does this have to do with 

“Faith”? Isn't “Healing” a combination of biological and 

psychological manipulations, rather than a combination of 

faith and hope? A Spiritual Genius once wrote, and I, Paul 

quote him thusly: “For now we see through a glass darkly, 

but then, face to face: NOW I know in part: but then shall I 

know even as I also am known. And now abideth Faith, 

Hope, Charity, these three then: but the greatest of these is 

Charity. Follow after Charity and desire spiritual gifts.” 

 You see, thousands of millions of people who thought 

or believed that they had Faith and Hope were totally 

frustrated and doomed, defeated then, because they did 

not hold Charity in their hearts, in their minds, nor, in 

their Actions. Faith and Hope heal No One, permanently; 

Love and Truth are the Healers, they are Eternal Healing 

for they are One and the Same Thing. The Only True Healer, 

the Only One who doesn't want to own you against your 

will, but who definitely wants you, needs you, Loves you, 
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cries out to you, and if it is desirous, or expedient, will heal 

you. But you had better watch your ass, oops, I meant to 

say your P's and Q's (and Martha's) - come out Lazarus! 

(And rejoice Mary.) 

 The Power behind the strength of Sensory Stimulation 

is, and make no mistake about it, the Power of Suggestion. 

And the Power of Suggestion is wedded to the memory, a 

source of Wisdom when properly Recognized and Utilized. 

Simply ask yourself where the Source of these outstanding 

phenomena derive from. You may well be phenomenal, but 

you do not create phenomena, yet, you can exude it. And 

this, my dear brothers and sisters, is what is meant by 

being a “Channel” - you put your hand to the plow and 

make a straight furrow, never looking back, Always looking 

Upwards and forever Listening. 

 You see, none of this is a sacrifice - it's simply a 

matter of what you are willing to subject yourself to in the 

area of self-discipline. Obedience to a principle, to a 

philosophy, to a Way, is not spelled S-A-C-R-I-F-I-C-E - 

it's spelled R-E-C-O-G-N-I-T-I-O-N! And Recognition, 

in and of itself, is a form of Healing, Spiritual or otherwise. 

Think on this. In every “healing” that the New Testament 

touches upon involving Jesus of Nazareth, “Recognition” 

was tantamount to all healing. How do you Worship God, 

LIFE, then? Via Recognition? Isn't that in spirit and in 
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truth? Who or What has a greater healing power than that? 

you? No, I do not think so. To the victor belongs the toil - 

and don't ever forget that either! One always acts and 

speaks badly when one has nothing to say, or do, in a 

productive manner that enhances the Well-Being of ALL in 

ALL! 

 And that Well-Being of All, in the name of the ALL, is 

what True Spiritual Healing is all about - You are Free to 

Do Well and then be Well. This can be viewed in one's eye 

as the crossing of the Great Divide. 

 So, what is Spiritual Healing? It don't say Physical 

Healing, do it? Just how God Damned dumb can you be? 

 Well, don't despair, there is more on the subject to 

come - just hang in there. 

Love and Peace, 

Your Servant, I, Paul. 


